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ll. 

Abstract 

This thesis examines William Faulkner' s  aesthetic rendering of Plato 's  ideas in 

The Republic within Light in August. It asks, given Faulkner' s  persistent rejection of 

ideas and ideologies, where and why are they in the novel? It is suggested that the 

text is imbued with a Greek and Hellenic aura consistently invoking Platonic 

Absolute Idealism. Faulkner 's  insistence upon the future relevance of his works is 

used to challenge conventional interpretation as merely repressive patriarchal, 

religious, and racial codes of the tum of the century American South. The argument 

proposes another view that accommodates a future ideological matrix of Faulkner's  

sought after audience, "The Jones of 4057." Faulkner' s  invocation of The Republic 

and Plato 's  seminal allegory of the Cave offer more than a formula and deductive 

theory of Light in August, and suggests a conceptual unity under which divergent 

plurisignation of other systems of thought might be timelessly subsumed. 

The argument is advanced that Light in August does not use Plato ' s  allegory and 

epistemological theory to depict victimizing oppressive ideological forces , but rather 

oppressive ideological forces are the inevitable end of absolute idealism found in 

Platonism. Faulkner does not reverently use Platonism in Light in August; instead, he 

doggedly uses Light in August to indict Platonism. There is a specific symbol matrix 

shared between Plato ' s  Cave and Light in August that is identified, explicated, and 

proposes Light in August as an anti-Platonic text. The novel' s irreverent and 



ubiquitous infusion of Platonic symbol and theory suggests a unity in its persistent 

rejection of Absolute Idealism. 

111. 

Bakhtinian hyrbridization within Light in August is explored revealing a 

Faulknerian non-authoritarian and Platonic authoritarian heteroglossia which 

character, plot, and structure are in service. A critical examination of the novel' s  

symbols argues how the abstract language of the Truth can never quite b e  truth; it 

must be inextricably bound to the visceral language of the everyday. The thesis 

contends that Faulkner is a strange sort of modernist. invoking something of the ideal, 

God, virtue, and eternity by wrestling it away from the stranglehold of abstract 

systems of isolated Idealism. Faulkner' s  Light in August is not modernism as usual in 

its eliciting a sense of vital continuum and vital abstraction that includes ideals. 
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Introduction 

In Faulkner in the University, edited by Frederick Gwynn, William Faulkner tells 

his students at the University of Virginia that he doesn't "know anything about ideas" 

( 1 0, 1 67) and lacks "confidence in them" ( 1 65). Yet, Light in August is awash in 

ideas. If the story is partly a "novel of ideas," then his professed lack of confidence 

and ignorance begs the question how and why they are there. Faulkner' s  "ideas" are 

ideologies, or distinct systems of ideas, principles, and values with closed religious, 

social, and academic systems of thought - abstract hierarchies constrained by creed, 

theory, and rule. Light in August portrays this constraint as caging "flesh as well as all 

space" ( 1 5 1 ). The novel belies Faulkner' s  claim that he "wasn't writing sociology 

[ . . .  ] just trying to write about people [ . . .  ] just the human heart" (Gwynn 1 0). Light in 

August elicits the awful isolating effect abstract ideologies and ideas have on the 

human heart. 

I argue that Light in August depicts closed ideological systems of truth as 

authoritarian and killing the vitality of heart, synthesis, and intuition with isolating 

abstract intellect, analysis, and logic. The abstract language of the Truth can never 

quite be truth; it is inextricably bound to the visceral language of the everyday. 

Faulknerian truth requires an open system of inextricable compositeness or vital 

continuum polarized between these two horizons of heart and intellect, each essential 

to be representative of truth. Light in August implies that abstract Ideals oppress and 

deny compositeness and liminality essential to the wholeness of human life. Faulkner 

requires that ideas and ideals admit the intuitive and synthetic in its formulation of 
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truth; for example, poetic and artistic sensibilities .  He represents a counterintuitive 

against-the-grain modernism with a qualified embracing of idealism, history, 

tradition, universal truths, and even God. Modernist themes of racism, elitist 

religiosity, and sexism depicted within Light in August are particular time and place 

instantiations representative of the larger conceptual category of oppressive Idealism. 

For Faulkner, these instantiations are a way of representing this larger conceptual 

category. He says, "there is no such thing as a regional writer," with the meaning that 

in the particular experience of  time and place lies the universal with the same verities, 

anguishes, aspirations, follies, triumphs, and hopes as anywhere, anytime then, two

thousand years ago, or two-thousand years to come (Gwynn 1 97) . Faulkner hints at 

more than inspiration for the novel' s title as "a luminous quality to the light [ . . .  ] older 

than our Christian civilization" (Gwynn 1 99) . A Greek and Hellenic aura emerges -

a Platonic imprimatur. Alfred North Whitehead, in Process and Reality, famously 

said, "The safest general characterization of the European intellectual tradition is that 

it consists of a series of footnotes to Plato" (39) . I am interested in the novel' s ideas 

and aesthetic rendering of Plato and The Republic - according to Melissa Lane, the 

"fundamental text of Western philosophy" (Lee xii) . 

There is little regarding Plato in the critical literature on Light in August. John 

Lutz' s  "Faulkner's  Parable of The Cave : Ideology and Social Crit icism in Light in 

August" offers the most extended treatment. Both Michael Lackey and Caryl S ills 
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fleetingly refer to Plato using Lutz' s  essay. Biographer Joel Williamson1 sees Plato as 

influencing Faulkner' s  rendering of the tension between perfect realism and perfect 

idealism (356 - 57). Merrill Horton suggests Faulkner "synthesized Plato [into] a 

reverent form of comedy" ( 1  05), while James Carothers reiterates that claim ( 442). 

All available criticism uses Plato as an interpretative lens to critique Light in August 

as opposed to closely examining the shared symbols and correspondence with Plato ' s  

works. 

Lutz asserts that images of Plato 's  Cave are specific symbols with subtextual 

meaning in Light in August. He suggests Plato ' s  Cave provides "an implicit point of 

reference" ( 459) that Faulkner uses to construct a social world. He continues, "Both 

the imagery of Plato ' s  parable/allegory and its thematic concerns provide the 

[novel' s] central organizing principles" ( 46 1 ). Lutz anchors his position to Joe 

Christmas ' experiences with the cracked urns as synonymous with Plato 's  Cave. For 

Lutz, it is the "very indistinctness of the unlike shapes [ . . .  ] with their imperfection" 

( 459) combined with "images of shadows and light, ascent and descent, and stillness 

and movement" (463) that imitate Plato ' s  allegory. Plato ' s  epistemology and ideology 

aside, Lutz emphasizes the implicit Platonic symbol in Light in August, not detailed 

extended and explicit parallel with Plato 's  Cave; he uses the language of 

1 Though not specifically referencing Light in August, Williamson suggests the Faulknerian universe as 
a continuum between perfect realism and perfect idealism is best understood and associated with 
Plato' s Cave. Not surprisingly, Williamson suggests Faulkner knew the allegory and likely "came to 
that knowledge early'' (356). Moreover, Williamson states that Keats' "Ode on a Grecian Urn" was the 
"single most favored poem of the antebellum South" and a direct import of European idealism (356). 
The American South use of the urn as symbol invokes a Platonic continuum of perfect idealism and 
perfect realism. 
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interpretation and, less often, the novel' s language. I will identify extensive textual 

allusions and parallels to Plato 's  Cave and The Republic, and explicate shared 

symbols and ideological texture. I will argue Light in August does not use Plato ' s  

allegory and epistemological theory to depict oppressive ideological forces 

victimizing those in the shadows, but rather oppressive ideological forces are the 

inevitable end of  absolute idealism found in Platonism. Faulkner does not reverently 

use Platonism in Light in August as Lutz implies ; instead, he doggedly uses Light in 

August to indict Platonism. 

I agree with Lutz that Plato ' s  Cave in Light in August has "not been given 

sufficient attention" (459). I also agree that Lutz' s  that Plato 's  Cave provides Light in 

August with its central organizing principle, though the evidence for this assertion is 

insufficient in his essay. Faulkner' s  plurisignified symbols mixed with psychology, 

mythology, philosophy, and dark brutish natural forces lurking behind the "curtain 

wall" of Christmas (24 1 )  stubbornly resist Lutz' s  claim. Yet, cave and shadow are 

unequivocally Platonic symbols; however, these same symbols, in isolation, are 

polyphonic, and vie for meaning. They are necessary, but insufficient, to claim Plato 

as central without exploring other ideas evoked by these same symbols. A snowflake 

does not make a blizzard. 

To illustrate the problem, "as though in a cave [Joe Christmas] seemed to see a 

diminishing row of suavely shaped urns in the moonlight" ( 1 77) and each urn is 

cracked and releasing a foul liquid ;  he vomits touching a tree ( 1 78). At once Platonic, 

Augustinian, Druidic, and mythologically suggestive, Christmas ' experience may as 
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likely be a Jungian shadow laden anima/animus within an archetypal collective 

unconscious. Christmas is "doomed to be forever victim of the woman; the soft 

kindness [ . . .  ] he hated worse than he did the hard and ruthless justice of men" ( 1 58) .  

He is engulfed by "womansign"(3 14), "womanflesh" (353) and womanevil ( 4 13) that 

is simultaneously "manlooking" (9), "manhard" ( 14),  and "mansmelling" ( 44). Then, 

on cue, moonlight falls across his body symbolically invoking the feminine, perhaps 

the Roman and Greek mythological huntresses Diana and Artemis, respectively. As 

fleeting metaphorization, any or all these systems of thought are legitimate and create 

bristling dialogue. 

Even the ubiquitous shadow imagery used in isolation is contrapuntal to Plato 's  

allegory which is  why more is needed to claim Plato as  a central organizing principle 

for Light in August. For example, Carl Jung ' s  "The Shadow" archetype is a pre

human ancestral inheritance that is immoral and aggress ive, symbolized as devils, 

monsters, demons, and evil (Hergenhahn 322). Light in August is replete with this 

imagery and thus, a richly stratified heteroglossia. The novel renders Neo-Platonic 

Augustinian enlightenment, too, with shadow imagery that, in isolation, suggests evil 

-an inescapable and ineffable Manichean natural element consonant with the working 

title for Light in August as "Dark House" (Kar1445). Beyond Jung, Plato, and 

Augustine, shadow as an isolated symbol extends to represent a doppelganger, as 

John Irwin examines in Doubling and Incest/Repetition and Revenge. Both "shadow" 

and "cave" are explicit symbols in Plato ' s  The Republic and partly plurisignify the 

religious, social, and academic systems discussed. But, though valuable as layered 
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meaning, symbols of  shadow and cave alone are insufficient to claim Platonism as a 

central organizing principle in Light in August. There is a symbol matrix shared 

between Plato ' s  Cave and Light in August; specifically: prisoner, chains, shadow, 

cave, road, fire, puppet, puppet master, moon, sun, and stars. The explicated shared 

symbol set provides stronger evidence for parallelism with Plato 's  works and unique 

claim of unity within Light in August. 

Many critics consistently note that Faulkner and Light in August resist "attempts to 

isolate a single theory" (Carothers 1 ) ;  such attempts "mislead" (Pitavy 7). Deductive 

and reductionist formulas fail unless critics are oblivious to the "frequent 

inapplicability of theses formulas" and Walter Slatoff speculates that too much 

coherence for Faulkner probably was a "kind of failure" (Broughton 24)? Faulkner 

indicts religious, social, and academic systems of  thought - again, abstract hierarchies 

constrained by creed, theory, and rule. For western religion, society, and academe, 

these are in no small way Plato 's  progeny. The larger concept of Absolute Idealism 

subsumes the particular instantiations of specific ideological repression of specific 

time and place such as patriarchal, religious, and racial codes of the turn of the 

century American South or some other ideological matrix of 4057. The Cave and The 

Republic offer more than a formula and deductive theory of Light in August, and 

creates conceptual unity under which divergent plurisignation of other systems of 

thought might be subsumed. 

2 Multiple perspective in Light in August is Faulkner' s "thirteen ways of looking at a blackbird" 
creating a fourteenth: a transcendent truth generated by the reader (Gwynn 274).Transcendent is used 
in the context of moving across and beyond, either upward or downward. 
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The thesis is presented in three chapters. The frrst, titled "The Republic and Light in 

August: Shared Symbol Set," provides introductory material on Plato using Desmond 

Lee ' s  translation of Plato 's  The Republic. Special attention is given the allegory of the 

Cave and the Divided Line analogy. Allusive and shared symbol, synecdoche, and 

metonymy between Light in August and The Republic are explicated. The stylized 

beginnings within this shared symbol set are presented here and explicated further in 

the subsequent two chapters. I will argue that a hybridized artistic image of language 

is created through a distinctly shared puppet symbol between the texts .  Citing the 

puppet language of Light in August and Plato ' s  Cave, I will argue that Mikhal 

Bahktin' s concept of carnival reveals parody and dissonance between Plato 's  mind-

independent Idealism and Faulkner' s  viscera-dependent humanism. 3 Henri Bergson' s 

Creative Evolution and Plato ' s  notion on the nature of the Intellect are applied to the 

argument for Bakhtinian carnival in Light in August. 

The next chapter, "Ascent, Descent, and Liminality," argues for extended and 

alternate meaning of movement and stillness in both Light in August and Plato ' s  

Cave. Allusions, parallels, and conflicting meanings are explicated. The trope of  

allegoric ascent to  truth and descent to  deception i s  contested; characters often 

descend to truth and ascend to distortion. Liminality is emphasized as Faulkner' s  

"inextricable compositeness." 

3 Additional synonyms for the distinction are: summative, accretive, accumulative, synthetic, 
constructed, continuous, synergistic, inductive, active, vital, irrational, poetic, emotional, visceral 
contrasting the deductive, analytic, taxonomic, discontinuous, discrete, deconstructed, reductive, static, 
dead, noetic, and rational. 
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The last chapter, "Mimesis : Bakhtinian Language and Myth" argues that the 

textual milieu of Light in August is hybridized; a Faulknerian non-authoritarian and 

Platonic authoritarian heteroglossia which character, plot, and structure are in service .  

The section also examines the role of myth in both Light in August and The Republic; 

the former celebrates myth, the latter denigrates it. An examination of the novel in 

Bakhtinian terms of criticism, argues how the abstract language of the Truth can 

never quite be truth; it must be inextricably bound to the visceral language of the 

everyday. 
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The Republic and Light in August: Shared Symbol Set 

Plato 's  The Republic was written over two-thousand years ago in 3 7 5 BC under 

the Greek title Politeia, meaning "constitution" (Lee vii-xv). The book includes 

Plato ' s  political theory and epistemology. Arguably, Plato ' s  Cave is the most 

recognized vignette and story in The Republic. In contrast, Faulkner desires a 

readership 2,000 years in the future. In Faulkner in the University, as writer-in 

residence at the University of Virginia, he tells students that his readers are, "the 

Jones of [ . . .  ] 4057" (Gwynn 64). Faulkner invokes Plato ' s  Cave in Light in August 

representing a timeless tension -- a standoff between visceral matters of the heart and 

abstract matters of the mind. As with all his novels, Faulkner sees Light in August as a 

failed attempt at "one perfect book [ . . .  ] one single urn or shape that you want to do" 

(Gwynn 65) that will "cast a shadow" (47, 1 1 8) .  Shadow looms large as symbol in 

Light in August and Plato ' s  Cave along with prisoner, chains, cave, road, fire, puppet, 

puppet master, moon, sun, and stars. This chapter outlines the relevant parts of Plato ' s  

The Republic, identifies intertextual symbols between Light in August and Plato 's  

Cave along with the beginnings of parody and satire which subsequent chapters 

expand upon. Light in August uses the distinctly shared symbol of puppets as a 

parody of Plato ' s  Cave presenting internalized Idealism as a form of self oppression. 

In book IV of The Republic, Plato discusses the Guardian and Auxiliaries as men 

and women doing the bidding of the Philosopher King. They execute the "Military, 

Police, and Executive duties" (Lee 1 12). They, too, must be "intelligent and capable" 

and "most likely to devote their lives to doing what they judge to be in the interest of 
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the community, and who are never prepared to act against it" (Lee 1 1 3). Not 

philosophers, the Guardians and Auxiliaries are tested as children exposing them to 

fear and pleasure, thus "proving them far more vigorously than we prove gold in the 

furnace" (Lee 1 1 5). Guardians protect and enforce the Philosopher King 's  

philosophical rendering of the Ideal and Truth. These are men and women of Platonic 

S ilver. 

In books V through VII of The Republic, Plato defines the ability to comprehend 

the Ideal as essential to his utopia. He requires that "philosophers become kings [ . . .  ] 

or rulers become philosophers" and acknowledges this as a paradox without which 

there can be no happiness "either for society or the individual" (Lee 1 92). Who are 

the true philosophers? "Those who love to see the truth" (Lee 1 98) and who are 

"fixed on the true being of each thing [ . . .  ] and not lovers of opinion" (Lee 204).4 

Plato says, Ideal Form "gives the objects of knowledge their truth and the knower' s  

mind the power of knowing" (Lee 234). Forms are mind-independent; they are static 

rational objective ideals opposing the Faulknerian vibrating visceral subjective 

imperfects. These "unchanging forms [and] the objects of the philosopher 's  

knowledge" are ultimate reality (Lee 1 95). According to Plato, simple individual 

happiness depends on rational, intellectual, and philosophical skills to interpret these 

4 Attempting to define "truth" may be a fool' s errand, but in the context of this paper it carries roughly 
the following meaning: conformity to reality or actuality (of course, that begs the larger question: what 
is reality and actuality?); theory of correspondence in the Platonic, Aristotlean, and Socratic sense of 
accurate representation of "things" (and who decides that?); a verified fact ( and what system is used to 
verify the fact, and what is "fact"?); Big "T" truth represents a concept, typically all-encompassing and 
overriding little "t" truth; and then there is what appears to be a medium "t" truth in the Faulknerian 
sense, an assertion which this paper sets about to represent as truthfully as possible. Or, as Faulkner' s 
Requiem for a Nun suggests, "Facts and truth really don' t have much to do with each other." 
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unchanging forms. The skillful and reluctant Philosopher Kings are inclined to bask 

in the light of this privileged knowing, preferring not to pulled away by political 

duties ;  they come "to their duties with least enthusiasm" (Lee 247) . In Plato 's utopia, 

they rule with benevolence and justice as the anointed interpreters of the Ideal. These 

are the men ofPlatonic Gold. 5 

In book IV, a third class is overviewed as the only members of Plato ' s  utopia 

allowed property. They are those who are Greek and neither King nor Guardian (Lee 

1 2 1 ) .  They are the governed. Under the discerning eye of  Rulers and Guardians, they 

are guided in the way of the Forms. Their involvement does not require any more 

than "right-minded" behavior that is compliant with the interpretative powers of the 

Philosopher King. These are men and women of Platonic Iron and Bronze. Slaves are 

tacitly excluded even from the men and women of Iron and Bronze as are barbaric 

outlander enemies of the utopian State that are not in accord with the "good and 

civilized" (Lee 1 87) .  

Plato begins book VI of the Republic with the interlocutor asking, "You have 

before your mind these two orders of things, the visible and the intelligible?" (Lee 

237) . He continues, "Suppose you have a line divided into two unequal parts, and 

then divide the two parts again in the same ratio" (Lee 238) .  The discourse that 

follows is known as the analogy of  the Divided Line and precedes the allegory of the 

Cave. The Divided Line scale, or hierarchy, begins with Illusion and ranges to full 

understanding of "truth or genuineness in what is apprehended" (Lee 235) .  Critic and 

5 There are no Philosopher Queens despite Plato' s reputation for gender equality. 
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translator Desmond Lee characterizes these realms in roughly four subdivisions, each 

corresponding to one part of the line in hierarchically descending order: Intelligence, 

Reason, Belief, and Illusion. Intelligence is the "vision of ultimate truth" (i.e .  

Philosophy) ; Reason is "deductive and uncritical of assumptions" (i. e .  Mathematics) ; 

Beliefs are "commonsense" things on both moral and physical matters; Illusion is 

"secondhand impressions and opinions of which the minds of ordinary people are 

full." This last category includes "shadows and reflection [ . . .  ] poetry and art" (Lee 

236 - 37)6• Plato ' s  Ideal and perfect Form resides in the highest realm; distortion and 

deception are in the lowest realm. 

Also in book VI, immediately following the Divided Line, Plato 's  interlocutor 

says, "I want you to go on and picture the enlightenment or ignorance of our human 

condition. Imagine [ . . .  ] a cave" (24 1 ) .  The story that follows is the allegory of The 

Cave. Plato ' s  interlocutor has had extensive dialogue on the ideas supporting 

specialized classes of Guardians, Auxiliaries, and Philosopher Kings .  He has 

philosophically examined the objective elements of what comprises the Ideal and 

Illusion. He has done philosophy, the privileged activity of  the Philosopher King and 

highest realm in his epistemological schema. Yet, philosophy in the abstract as an 

analytical and rational enterprise seems paradoxically insufficient to Plato as he 

immediately follows up the theory of the Divided Line with a story to clarify the 

theory for his listeners -- a story that is Plato ' s  Cave. Oddly, the shadowy lowest 

6 In Lion in the Garden, Faulkner says to a Japanese interviewer that translations can be revealing as 
"the germ of poetry, the truth must be there to begin with unless the translator himself has written a 
[ . . .  ] a new work (Merriweather 156). 
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realm of Platonic Knowledge is required to illuminate the highest realm. 

Paradoxically, Plato ' s  Cave renders the philosophically derived Divided Line as 

poetry, story, and art. 7 

In Plato 's  cave, fire is the artificial source of light. Prisoners sit facing a wall, 

chained, restricted to looking forward, never directly knowing their fellows chained 

alongside them. They only know the shadows projected on a wall with associated 

sounds and smells (Lee 240 - 45). Light in August portrays this condition as a cage 

containing "flesh as well as all space" ( 1 5 1) ,  forming a "purlieus" ( 1 1 1 ). Congruent 

with Plato 's  allegory, Joe Christmas experiences "something in his mind projected 

like a shadow on the wall" and "notseeing and hardknowing as though in a cave" 

( 1 6 1 ,  1 77) where the caged "look without seeing and hear without knowing" (208). 

And Mrs. McEachern's  "shadow came and fell upon the wall" ( 1 44) of eight-year old 

Joe Christmas' bedroom - a child who seems to be "speaking to the wall" ( 145) 1s 

joined by "flitting shadows of whirling moths" ( 145). The physical milieu and 

psychological states resonate with Plato 's  Cave and by extension, imply its allegorical 

meaning of enlightenment and ignorance as explicated in the analogy of the Divided 

Line. Mrs. McEachern and Christmas live in a milieu of deception, distortion, and 

misperception. 

7 Merrill Horton writes: "Humanity long has known the emotion of transcendence to be linked, in 
artists and others, to aesthetics, religion, and sexuality. " She continues stating that Plato considered the 
"emotion of transcendence [ . .  ,] so dangerously misleading that he wanted to expel artists (and probably 
others) from his ideal Republic; he didn' t foresee how susceptible his own work would become to the 
emotion" (7). Though Merrill states that we do not know whether or not Faulkner was aware of 
Plato' s proposal, biographer Williamson (infra) and others suggest he had read Plato. 
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Light in August speaks of these "old fetid caves where knowing began" (272) . The 

text portrays Knowledge, Belief, Illusion and Opinion as obscuring the truth with 

"shapes and sounds" ( 453) .  Thinking falls "quietly, not assertive, [ . . .  ] not particularly 

regretful into shapes and shadows" ( 46 1 ) . The novel represents the allegorical cave as 

a primal "bottomless morass, pit, cave, hole, black thick pond" (246), a "cavelike 

gloom" (305), and depicts consciousness as "caverned" ( 1 43) or in a "cave" ( 1 77,  

329) . Plato ' s  hierarchical, objective, and static Divided Line starkly contrast the 

interpenetrated, subjective, and vibrating knowing advocated in Light in August. 

If Christmas were a prisoner in Plato ' s  Cave and broke free of the chains facing 

the fiery light source of a previous shadowy existence, the experience would be 

original, unmooring, and painful - even deadly. So it is with the crowd at Joanna 

Burden's  murder: 

And soon nobody could remember exactly where the sheet had rested, 

what earth it covered, so then there was only the frre to look at. So they 

looked at the fire, with that same dull and static amaze which they had 

brought down from the old fetid caves where knowing began, as though, 

like death, they had never seen fire before. (272) 

The slow adjustment of perception begins the prisoner' s  hierarchical ascent from the 

cave, rising to progressively more perfect Knowledge and ultimately, the realm of 

Platonic Truth. Both willful and reluctant, he descends again sharing the privileged 

newly divined Knowledge and Truth. Without the altruistic and skillful traits of 

Plato 's  philosopher armed with Intellect and formal education, the Platonic savior is 
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likely killed by those that never left the cave and who know nothing more of the 

Truth than the orchestrated shadows upon the cave wall. Joanna Burden is an 

"outlander" (272) who sees for the ftrst time, upon being told the black race is 

"doomed and cursed" and forever a part of the "white race' s  doom and curse," that 

the other (blacks) are "a thing, a shadow in which [ . . .  ] we lived" (239). But, her 

father, Nathaniel Burden says, "In order to rise, you must raise the shadow with you" 

(240). As with the Philosopher King, the keeper of the Ideal, who dutifully and 

reluctantly returns to the Cave with newly divined knowledge of the Truth, Burden is 

obliged to educate, nurture, and change the shadow. As Plato ' s  allegory suggests, the 

return of the Philosopher King is likely to be met with hostility. The outcome of  re

engaging the shadow is likely facing death or Platonic suicide, an end supported by 

killing the last of the ftery Burden abolitionist males and, ultimately, Joanna Burden 

(240). Raising shadows out of obligation to beneficent Ideal is different than the 

willful rising of its own as often evidenced in _the novel. 

Shadows in Light in August subvert Plato ' s  allegory and inform the text in a 

number of ways. The novel creates an image of language that incorporates the 

Platonic allegorical language of truth with the language of the everyday lives of the 

characters. The novel subverts and contests Platonic symbolism of shadow. Shadows 

are not mere projections of inanimate objects, deceptive, and distortion of truth but 

rather animate, deceived, and distorted by the light of Truth and the closed system 

Ideal. Shadows in Light in August are often characters, people, and not inanimate 

objects but in a state of transition between the corporeal and incorporeal, the actual 
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and the abstract. Shadows represent images of characters decomposed, recomposed, 

and oppressed by the Ideal into phantom-like incorporeal beings. Yet, unlike the 

merely imitative shadows of Plato 's  cave, the shadows of characters in Light in 

August retain an enduring vestigial sense of viscera resistant to the abstract Ideal. In 

Light in August, the shadow is not entirely imitative. There are remnants of autonomy 

in the shadow which resists deception, distortion, and oppression of the Ideal with a 

life of  its own capable of rising up against that oppression. 

For Plato, knowing begins with imitative shadows and sensorial experience short 

of Truth. The Divided Line hierarchy portrays "degrees of clarity corresponding to 

the degree of truth possessed by their subject matter" (Lee 24 1 ) .  Platonically, and in 

an indeterminate sense of Light in August, Knowledge and knowing are born of 

Illusion and Belief forming Opinion as imperfect representation, even grotesque 

deformation of Truth (Lee 235 - 37). Aesthetically, Faulkner 's  story renders the 

prisoner' s  muddled mindset in Plato ' s  Cave as acquiring conditional ideological 

knowledge that is not Knowledge. Characterizing the Platonic position, Michael 

Lackey notes, "Knowledge to be Knowledge must be true for all people in all places 

at all times" and is "non-political and non-ideological" (76) . Light in August depicts 

the Platonic position as both political and ideological, and not truth for anyone, 

· anywhere, at anytime. 

Shadows in Light in August are metaphor for the ethereal Platonic Knowledge, 

Belief, Illusion, and Opinion. Gail Hightower characterizes marriage as "living like 

two shadows chained together with the shadow of a chain" ( 454). Hightower "sees 
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himself as a shadowy figure among shadows" ( 46 1 ), Eupheus Hines sees infant 

Christmas as a "shadow on the wall" (358), and again, Joanna Burden is told to "raise 

the shadow" (240) -- the "legacy of a black cross and burden" (239). Christmas and 

Bobbie, the waitress, are "two shadows facing one another" ( 1 75), reflecting a 

condition of incomprehensible mutual misunderstanding - an equivalent "shadow 

battle" in Plato ' s  Cave (Lee 247). Shadows on the wall, specifically, appear 

throughout Light in August. For example, the "shadow of a ruined garden" (264) and 

the "nigger' s  shadow" (338) and suggest two classical constructs, the Fall ofMan and 

Race, are but directed shadow performances. As with all shadows in Light in A ugust, 

the "cocked shadow of the hammer flicked away" (267) as the prelude to the murder 

of Joanna Burden is the reader' s  cue to question events that follow. Faulkner' s 

plurisignified shadow extends to the dying breath of Joe Christmas, who was "empty 

of everything, save consciousness, and [ . . .  ] a shadow, about his mouth" (342), a 

shadow partly generated by the light ofburning fire that is Joanna Burden' s  house, 

the fire Faulkner dubs "an emotional barbecue" (273). 

Truth in both Plato ' s  Cave and Light in August is obscured by "shapes and 

sounds" (453). Past a priori truth and before Plato ' s  allegorical Sun, perpetuated 

systems of false Beliefs conceal "by not telling" (453). Hightower's  mistaken image 

ofhis grandfather as "the crucified shape of pit and love" obscures the truth that he 

was really an "unchastened bravo killed with a shotgun in a peaceful henhouse" 

(462). Conversely, the "obese shapelessness" (342) of Hightower's  atrophying body 

portends a growing truth in his physical degradation. The loss of form, shape, and 
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clarity is the antithesis of the Platonic Ideal. S imilarly, Christmas ' innocence is 

implied in District Attorney Gavin Steven's  account of Christmas ' guilt to the 

Harvard professor saying, "whatever crimes molded and shaped him [ . . .  ] left him 

with the shape of an incipient executioner everywhere he looked" ( 424). Yet, 

Christmas' guilt ridden self image and "selfconvicted" (79) demeanor leads to 

"selfcrucification" ( 1 50). Truth is shaped, formed, and deformed. It is constructed and 

not the passive Platonic reflection of  mind-independent Form. 

Many characters in Light in August, as with Plato 's  Cave, are privy to sound and 

smell associated with shadow and shape. Initially, Plato 's prisoners are children. They 

are separated from their parents and herded into the equivalent of an orphanage8, as 

was Christmas. Here, the contents of consciousness begin to take their aural and 

olfactory shape and meaning by the puppet masters. Ideological memory is bound to 

sensorial sound and smell. Plato says that the prisoners who are "best able to 

remember the order of sequence among the passing shadows" are the likely recipients 

of social rewards, honor, and glory (Lee 243)9• It is for honor and glory that 

Hightower compulsively sits each night at the window of his study to hear again "the 

wild bugles and the clashing sabers and the dying thunder of hooves" (467). He 

8 Though an allegory, and not strictly a statement of fact, Plato's interlocutor says the Cave's 
occupants "have been prisoners [ ... ] since they were children" (Lee 241 ). As children, they are 
separated from one another as are all prisoners. Necessarily, they are separated from their parents as 
well, raised by others, and metaphorically "orphaned." In any case, the family is essentially 
"abolished" in The Republic for a "eugenic system of breeding" (Lee 167). 

9Shadow sequencing is "signifYing signifiers," or akin to what critic Evelyn Jaffe Schreiber calls "a 
signifying chain of [cave] culture" (71 ). The prisoner appears relative to the "cultural symbolic" which 
reinforces "psychic structures of repetition and repression" (72) and repetition of signifiers "represses 
the anxiety of lack" (71-3). 
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repeats the sequence, awaiting the dark where "goodness" has an "odor," and sin has 

a "smell" (6 1 ,  282). 

The puppet masters of Plato 's  Cave parade figures of men and animals along a 

road before the fire casting shadows upon the wall of the cave (Lee 24 1 ). These are 

made of wood and stone (Bloom 193). The puppeteer language of Plato ' s  Cave is 

insinuated in Light in August through Mrs. Hines, who is "wooden faced" (376) and 

"puppetlike" (349) with her shadow cast upon the wall "as if she were a puppet and 

the voice that of a ventriloquist in the next room" (359) .  Mrs. Hines appears as 

"stonefaced" (354, 359) and "stonevisaged" (365) while S imon McEachern's face 

appears "rigidfaced" ( 140) and of "carved stone" ( 14 1 ). Even Christmas' body as a 

young boy associates Miss Atkins, the dietician, with the curious and Platonically 

suggestive phrase, "wooden forms" ( 1 12) .  Christmas "might have been wood or 

stone" ( 1 50) as "carven, a large toy" ( 1 1 7) .  A dehumanized agent is made to serve 

itself and an Ideal. The narrative suggests something sculpted, fixed, and dead in its 

characters. 

Henri Bergson, on Plato in Creative Evolution, writes that intelligence "looks upon 

all matter as if it were carvable at will," synonymous with Plato ' s  comparison to a 

"good dialectician to the skilful cook who carves the animal without breaking its 

bones" ( 1 72) . Bergson surmises that "the intellect is characterized by the unlimited 

power of decomposing according to any law and of recomposing into any system" 

( 1 73). In light of Bergson and Plato, McEachern, Hines, and Christmas are becoming 

lifeless abstraction. They are decomposed and recomposed, made less human by an 
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ideology representing an Ideal; McEachern' s  Puritanism, Mrs. Hines' deference to 

Doc Hines ' patriarchic domination, and Christmas ' self debasing racism. Doc Hines 

calls young Christmas a "nigger." From the "coalgrimed" ( 1 1 9) cavern-like milieu of 

the orphanage, Christmas loses his particular "nigger" identity and evolves to a 

tellingly capitalized universal "Nigger" ( 1 25) ;  no longer a thing, but an Ideal or a 

"Force, a principle" ( 42 1 ). 

Christmas evokes the flailing gangliness of a marionette by inexplicably "jerk[ ing] 

his head away" (3 1 9) as if pulled and, again in a "cave like gloom" of a country 

church where he becomes the puppet master and "jerks at Brother Bedenberry" (305 -

06) . He "jerks away" at the sight of "prints of knees" (264) shortly after he "jerks" 

Joanna up from a chair (262) as he had to his servant Joe Brown (74) and the 

"womanshenegro" of the shed ( 147). Bobby' s image resembles a puppet and is 

described as having a "dead mouth in a dead face" while her head jerks and tosses 

(203). Doc Hines righteously confronts Atkins who reacts "like a puppet in some 

burlesque of rapine and despair" ( 122). The puppet parallel continues with the 

"stringlike" (326) muscles of Doc Hines and Brown's  incessant "jerking of the head" 

(32, 405). In ghastly reminiscence of a marionette ,  Joanna Burden' s  nearly severed 

"head was turned clean around like she was -looking behind her" (85) like a cast aside 

marionette no longer in the play. 

The orchestrated parade of sculpted images aside, the "puppet handler" 

manipulates the figuratively dehumanized wooden and stone faced players (Lee 24 1 ;  

Bloom 1 93) .  Christmas ' hands move "mechanically" ( 148) while Mrs. McEachern's  
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artificial movements evoke the marionette with "stiff movement of one half lifted 

hand in stiff caricature of the softest movement which the human hand can make" 

( 1 40). Simon McEachern moved "stiffly" ( 1 40), his face as "firm as "carved stone" 

( 1 4 1 ) , begging forgiveness for "lifting his hand against the child" by the Almighty 

which he conflates with being "magnanimous as himself' ( 1 43) .  McEachern and 

Christmas are represented as simultaneously the puppet handler and the puppet as 

Christmas' "arm began to jerk in the man' s grasp" ( 14 1 ) .  The entitled master is his 

own disenfranchised slave. 

The puppeteers in Plato ' s  Cave are represented as independent of the prisoners ; 

the prisoner is directly acted on, whereas in Light in August the distinction is often 

unclear. In Plato ' s  Cave, the puppeteers wield power and wealth in hegemonic 

performances sustaining their privileged lives .  This is the precondition of a 

community governed which Plato says needs the education of professional 

philosophy. In Plato ' s  Cave are both the "image of our nature in its education and 

want of education" (Bloom 1 93) .  The characters in Light in August manipulate and 

more often educate themselves, creating a parody of Plato 's  puppet handlers. The 

process seems subliminal. They are moved by an abstraction carved from flesh and 

bone with its origin obscured, vestigial, and irrelevant as if "talking in a dream, 

talking, adjuring, arguing with a·Presence who could not even make a phantom 

indentation in an actual rug" ( 1 44). 

The manipulators are the same as the manipulated and suggestive of Mikhail 

Bakhtin' s  carnival. In Bakhtinian Thought, Simon Dentith defines Bakhtin's theory of 
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carnival as "locat[ ing] the work of a particular writer in the popular cultural forms 

that surround him" ( 65). Carnival establishes an "anti-authoritarian force that can be 

mobilized against the official culture of Church and State" (73). In Problems of 

Dostoevsky's Poetics, Bahktin says carnival suspends "hierarchical structure and all 

forms of terror, reverence, piety, and etiquette connected with it" ( 1 23). Carnival 

invites polarized pairings :  "the sacred with the profane, the lofty with the low, the 

great with the insignificant, the wise with the stupid" ( 1 23). Bakhtin continues, "The 

primary carnivalistic act is the mock crowning and subsequent decrowning of the 

carnival king [expressing] relativity of all structure and order" ( 124). Bakhtin sees the 

carnival element of fire, a reoccurring image in Light in August, as "deeply 

ambivalent [and] simultaneously destroys and renews the world" ( 126). 

Bakhtin' s  theory of carnival helps explicate the dissonance between Plato 's mind-

independent Idealism and Faulknerian viscera-dependent humanism in the conflated 

images of puppets and puppet masters. As popular cultural form, Light in August is 

partly a "whodunit" detective story and Plato 's  cave is partly a puppet show, a 

Hellenic "popular spectacle through the entire duration of Greek antiquity" (Unima-

Hellas).10 The language of each work intersects and converges against what Sue Vice 

describes in Introducing Bakhtin as a carnivalizing "background of other concrete 

utterances on the same theme" with suggestive images "belonging to two languages, 

1 0  According to Unima-Hellas, the performance was a puppet show (nevropastis), manipulating 
marionettes (nevropasta) by moving strings (nevrospaston). Early on, the strings came to symbolize 
dependency. 
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two belief systems that intersect in a hybrid construction" (89) .  A stage for dramatic 

dialogue emerges. 

Faulkner' s  puppet language, too, invokes the language of Plato 's  Cave as a 

popular cultural form of western education embedded in a "whodunit."  If carnival is a 

"reversal of  authoritarian discourse" (Vice 1 5 1 ), then hybridizing Plato ' s  work in 

Light in August whispers judgment on popular western forms of authoritarian 

discourse with Platonic pedigrees. If, the carnivalesque is an anti-authoritarian force 

against the State and other authoritarian structures, then its aim in Light in August 

asserts the abstract Ideal of The Republic as seminally defining official western 

culture of Church and State. The novel indicts western authoritarian systems of 

thought as dehumanizing; consequently, the very apex of intent in Bakhtin' s theory of 

carnival. 

According to Julia Kristeva, Bahktin' s  carnival is a "spectacle without a stage" 

where the participant is "both actor and spectator" (Vice 149) . The puppet imagery of 

Light in August suggests that characters are often both actor and spectator. 

McEachern, Hines, and Christmas are interchangeably represented in images of 

puppet and puppet handler while paired with the sacred/profane, high/low, 

great/insignificant, and wise/stupid as the god fearing McEachern mechanically beats 

the secular young Christmas ( 140), Eupheus Doc Hines inanely conflates himself 

with God ( 1 1 9) ,  and Christmas jerks at the praying Burden (264) and Bedenberry 

(305) .  In the Bahktinian sense, Light in August encourages a world where "all 

distance between people is suspended" and people and ideas "separated by 
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impenetrable hierarchical barriers enter into free and familiar contact on the carnival 

square" ( 1 23) .  The carnival Philosopher King is uncrowned with irreverence ; the 

novel insists that the impenetrable realm of the oppressive Ideal becomes intimate 

with the oppressed actual and shadowy visceral lives of Light in August. 

The Platonic imagery in Light in August implies Platonic Idealism seeds maniacal 

religiosity, hegemonic repression, and patriarchical violence. Carnival elements of 

"grotesque realism" (Vice 1 55 )  and "degradation" (Dentith 67) create parody of Plato 

in the novel. Degradation by the revered Platonic authoritarian Ideal is implied by the 

sculpted images of a stone faced Ms. Hines, carved stone face McEachern, and the 

carven toy appearance of Christmas as cold matter carvable at will by the intellect. 

They are, to use the language of Hightower, "both master and servant of their 

believing" (69). Light in August hints that this is a knowable condition subject to 

change using the limited powers of free-will articulated against a soft determinism. 

Dehumanization is nurtured and sustained within the self-oppressed character' s  

consciousness. But, in degradation, there i s  "simultaneously an affirmation [ . . .  ] 

regeneration and renewal" (Dentith 67).11 Therein is the potential for hope and 

possibility within the novel. 

Puppets in Light in August subvert Plato ' s  allegory and inform the text in a 

number of ways. Unlike the allegory where puppets are inanimate devices facilitating 

rnisperception in lower order knowing prior to the corning of the Philosopher King, 

1 1  Critic Owen Robinson_perceives Christmas as a Southern chronotope manipulated by "the infinite 
heteroglossia" that attempts to "destroy at the same time it creates" (134). 
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the puppets of Light in August are the characters themselves manipulated by the an 

equivalent higher order knowing and Ideal. The puppet masters are internalized 

abstract Ideals and their self proclaimed and systematically authorized agents. 

Faulkner subverts Plato ' s  assertion of misperception in want of correction by 

ministers of the Ideal, the equivalent to Philosopher Kings, Guardians, and N eo

Platonic representatives of the same, implicating misperception as the direct 

manipulation by the Ideal conceived as Absolute Truth. In Light in August, Idealism 

is subversively represented as not the pure light of truth, redemption, and correction 

but rather as artifice, the very source of oppressive darkness and misperception. The 

artifice of the puppetnaster, either in the form of the Ideal itself or representative 

agent of that Ideal, manipulates the slowly dehumanized characters of the novel as 

represented by the puppets. Light in August subverts Plato ' s  allegorical and alleged 

true light of the Sun as the source of the artificial light of the Y oknapatawpha 

community perversely decomposing, recomposing, and oppressing its people. 

Christianity in Light in August poisons hope and possibility. The austere 

McEachern punishes Christmas ' ungodly behavior. McEachern asks forgiveness for 

"lifting his hand against a child, an orphan," and pleads that "the "Almighty be as 

magnanimous as himself' ( 1 43) .  Duty bound S imon McEachern reluctantly beats the 

boy and controls Mrs. McEachern in service of a god-fearing life. He champions his 

creed and is its instrumentality. For Simon McEachern, this is nurturing and love. The 

religious education of Christmas sculpted patriarchal privilege into his consciousness 

while conflating love and caring as an obligatory violence against women. He learns 
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something of God-religion-creed, but also becomes the nurturing instrument of an 

ideological repressiveness imploding in self debasement as Idealized racism. As with 

the Christian Tree of Life in Eden, the ideological fruit of the Neo-Platonic poisonous 

tree leads to male rule as a god-given right and duty. It is advocacy masquerading as a 

theological objectivity. 

Much Christian theological objectivity is anchored in Neo-Platonism12, the 

synthesis of Platonic ideas and Christian theology (Moore). The Platonic Ideal, 

perfect Form, and the Good become God. Despite its crucial influence in Christian 

theology, the Platonic utopia sees no particular place for religion. The Republic 

recognizes these are matters for Apollo and the Oracle of Delphi and are better left 

out of the utopian formulation: 

The founding of temples and the institution of sacrifices, and other services to 

the gods and spirits and heroes, besides the arrangements for the burial of the 

dead and the rites we must pay to the powers of the other world to secure their 

goodwill. [ . . .  ] And it is Apollo who by tradition is the interpreter of such 

matters to all men, delivering his interpretation from the earth' s  centre. (Lee 

1 29) 

The exclusion can be viewed in different ways, one of which includes that religious 

matters are beyond the Platonic pale and a kind of superstition that must be 

accommodated. The seminal Divided Line and the allegory of the Cave are an ode to 

12 According to Edward Moore in The Internet Encyclopedia ofPhilosophy, third century Plotinus is 
the founder ofNeo-Platonism. 
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primacy and privilege of intellect and philosophy. They paint an epistemology 

serving an ontology authorizing the privileged seer to save his flock in accord with an 

abstract Ideal. But McEachern and Burden are N eo-Platonists run amok. 

Simon McEachern, Joanna Burden, and Gail Hightower are martyrs as Platonic 

Guardians and Philosopher Kings are wont to be; they, like their Platonic forbearers, 

claim to be recalcitrant servants of their creed. Unlike their forbearers, they are in 

service of a Neo-Platonist synthesis of Good, Truth, and the Ideal called God. They 

perceive their anointed role as sole interpreters of the Truth, guardians of their faith, 

and will of the Good turned God. The Philosopher King echoes Burden and 

McEachern, who say "it is not I who asks," (267) and reluctantly descend from the 

light to the dark and come "to their duties with least enthusiasm" (Lee 247) . Evoking 

Plato ' s  magnificent myth of  social classes formed of Gold and S ilver, Mrs. 

McEachern, "who had always tried to be kind," is "hammered stubbornly thinner and 

thinner like some passive and dully malleable metal" ( 1 5 5) .  S imon McEachern's 

catechism authoritatively thins Mrs. McEachern' s  shadowy visceral heart and soul 

crushing her with "cold, implacable [ . . .  ] written words" ( 1 3 9), as if for "not love, not 

life, [ . . .  ] as though death were the boon" (34 7). The shadow knows best in Light in 

August despite Christmas ' calm acceptance that Simon McEachern is "perfectly 

logical and reasonable and inescapable [unlike] the woman alone who was 

unpredictable" ( 149) . Both Mrs. Hines and Mrs. McEachern are identified with 

married surnames ;  no first names are revealed. Their being is adjunctive and relative 
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including the projected surmise of their unpredictability. They live as shadows in the 

company of an implacable and cold oppressive Ideal. 

Unlike the privileged seers in Light in August, there are characters that cannot 

submit and their willful noncompliance breeds a counter Belie£ Christmas listens 

when Simon McEachern commands, "Kneel down." In defiance, he does not rise with 

McEachern, "he did not move at all" ( 143) .  He never kneels to McEachern again. In 

contrast, McEachern' s  wife complies with his patriarchal misogynist order to, "Kneel 

down. Kneel down. KNEEL DOWN, WOMAN" ( 1 56) .  Defiance and counter beliefs 

brew when Christmas "knelt in the comer as he had not knelt on the rug [ . . .  ] ate, like 

a savage, like a dog," and again when he shot the sheep "he knelt, his hands [ . . .  ] in 

warm blood" ( 146, 1 74) . He recoils from the "prints of knees [ . . .  ] as if death," and 

printed words rejecting Burden's  plea to "kneel with me" (264). Christmas finally 

kneels in a mesmerizing pantheistic moment "in the act of drinking from a spring" 

(3 16) .  Similarly, Gail Hightower momentarily abandons his hermitage with an 

invigorating stroll in the woods. He feels "the intermittent sun, the heat, smelling the 

savage and fecund odor of the earth, the loud silence" and sees pantheistic faith and 

natural communion as an alternative to his failed relationship with traditional prayer 

and printed words (384 - 85) .  Accordingly, Beliefs are reinforced and extinguished, 

as are counter-Beliefs, with ritualistic compliance and defiance in "haste" (374,  377) 

and acts. The serene stillness of the Ideal is rejected. 

Percy Grimm in Light in August is the most overt secular example of military and 

police Guardian functions in Plato ' s  The Republic. He is a guard, a "national guard" 
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captain of the "State" ( 425). Grimm' s  Platonic parallel role is enforcing the rationally 

derived Truth of the Philosopher King and/or State. As executor of the State 's will, he 

is "freed now of ever again having to think or decide" ( 426) . White Americans are the 

Ideal, "superior to any and all other races and [ . .  ] the American is superior to all other 

white races and [ . .  ] the American uniform is superior to all men" ( 426 - 27). Here is 

the Faulknerian problem with viscera-independent, discrete, and discontinuous 

Platonic Ideal as an advocacy masquerading as objectivity, an Ideal that requires 

pretense, mythical precursors, and an equivalent to "make believe" ( 432) . Grimm's  

voice echoes the language of fascism; the sound i s  at once Platonic, political, and 

religious. He is described as "indefatigable [ . . .  ] irresistible and prophetlike" ( 428) 

like the maniacal god fearing Eupheus Doc Hines was "prophetlike" (350) .  The 

language of  Plato, religion, and the State converge. 

Pursuing Christmas, Grimm is "served by certitude, the blind and untroubled faith 

in the rightness and infallibility of  his actions" ( 434) .  The Ideal is immutable and 

infallible ;  the resolute Guardian serves the divined Absolute .  Grimm' s  secular role in 

the State is conflated with Christian ministers denoting the timbre of  his voice as 

"clear and outraged like that of a young priest" ( 439) . The old minister, Gail 

Hightower, in a plea to save Christmas from Grimm's "implacable undeviation of 

Juggernaut or fate" ( 439), tells a lie - a noble lie with a humanistic tenor. Hightower 

says on the eve of Joanna Burden' s  death, "He was with me the night of the murder. I 

swear to God - "  ( 439). The physically and psychologically devastated agnostic old 

minister of God tells the young priestly-like guard of the State his lie. He tries to 
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shield Christmas from the implacable systematic "vanquishment" (342) of rooted 

racism and religion sprouting from the poisonous tree of a magnificent Platonic myth. 

He does not succeed. 

Grimm kills Christmas. He then castrates him with a butcher knife, flings it aside, 

and says, "Now you' ll let white women alone, even in hell" ( 439). Fulfilling his 

duties to the good white people of the State, he extends his authority into the 

netherworld. For Grimm, Christmas is an abstraction whose life is the antithesis of 

idealized racial purity among other things, but more profoundly, less than Ideal - a 

shadow and darkness .  Castration is horrific; castrating a dying man is ghastly. It is an 

inhuman act serving an idealized authority.13 Again, the metonymic shadow rises in 

Light in August accompanying the Platonic Ideal as both its manifestation and 

independent victim as a "shadow, about [Christmas ' ]  mouth" (439) appears. His 

"pent black blood seemed to rush like a released breath [and] seemed to ride soaring 

into their memories" ( 440).  The shadow rises and is not merely an imitative 

projection of an Ideal. The shadow independently ascends confronting the repressive 

Ideal with visceral outrage of the all-too-human. 

Light in August aesthetically portrays religious, social, and academic systems of 

thought as impetus to mindless imitative action. The narrative implies that acting 

solely by systematic prescription is to be moved by a "force, a principle" (42 1 ) .  Those 

1 3  Michael Cobb notes that Christmas is "described in letter writing terms" (147), and his skin as a 
"distressed writing surface" (151) while Owen Robinson refers to the "text of Joe Christmas." Given 
Christmas' sordid end, it is interesting to note that the obsolete Elizabethan definition of castration is 
mutilated and edited text for political purpose. Curiously, the earliest usage of "castration" in this 
context was by William Fulke of Oxford in 1577 (Taylor, 82). 
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outside the ruling class do not have the intellectual capacity for Knowledge. Their 

only path to the good life ( eudaimonia) is through imitation and virtuous habits of 

behavior, without comprehension, monitored and shaped by the Platonic Guardians 

(Popkin 3 -5) .  Through imitative action, they become the believer. They never know 

and believe; instead, they are moved to know and believe, never experiencing the 

initially angst ridden Platonic enlightenment. For example, Joe Brown experiences a 

curious peace where he moves "without haste" as he is "tnoved here and there by an 

Opponent [ . . .  ] who created spontaneous rules which he and not the Opponent must 

follow." He thinks of "the negro, the sheriff, the money" as pieces in a game, "all just 

shapes like chessmen" ( 4 14) 14. "Shapes" appear again as imperfect forms in a game 

where players are placed on a board, a checkered closed system of thought eliciting 

mindless compliance in its service. 

Inherently, games are closed systems of truth and rules where compliance is 

rewarded and noncompliance is penalized. As with Plato ' s  Cave, the gamesmen that 

are "best able to remember the order of sequence among the passing shadows" (Lee 

243) receive the highest rewards. Grimm is a skillful player who has an "objective 

[ . . .  ] served by certitude [ . . .  ] in the rightness of his actions (434) ; he moves about with 

"no haste [ . . .  ] no fury, no outrage" ( 436). Grimm effortlessly tracks Christmas by 

"the Player who moved him for a pawn" and admires the gamesmanship of his 

opponent saying "Good man," meaning good move ( 437). His perceptions are rule 

14 The vignette has overtones of Thomas Middleton' s  1 ih century political satire, A Game at Chess.:. J. 
W. Harper says the dominant word in the language of the play is "game" and that all men are but 
"shapes and pieces of the game" (xvii). In Middleton' s  play, it is the White House that castrates the 
Black House. 
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governed. He considers his opponent as he acts "upon what he believes would 

motivate him if he were [ . . .  ] to do what the other woman or man is doing" (43). He 

moves with "unfailing certitude" at the hand of the Player, and shoots Christmas. The 

game continues as "the Player was not done yet" (439), thereby excusing Grimm' s  

responsibility for his own actions. H e  is the instrument and guardian o f  hermetic, 

implacable, and independent Ideals - an anathema to vitally visceral human lives .  

Hightower, too, realizes that he "was the one who failed" by not playing by the 

rules.  He conflates "social sin" and failure to play by the rules with "moral sin" ( 461 ) .  

Morality does not extend beyond the game. Recognizing insufficient morality, 

Hightower' s  apotheosis elicits self-loathing that he played "his cards well [as] 

martyr" ( 463 ). Prior to his epiphany, he learns that unrestrained dialogue in his own 

memory of his wife is against the "rule" ( 456) .  Similarly, Hightower sees his father 's  

"sanctity" as  muddled allegiance to games as  if  he were "two separate and complete 

people, one of whom dwelled by serene rules in a world where reality did not exist" 

( 448). By breaking the rules, the reality Gail "Done Damned" Hightower finds 

reprieve from is the unrelenting catharsis of  his tortured conscience. 

Lastly, the Platonic resolution to deception, distortion, and degradation of truth by 

shadow, shape, and sound is a slow and difficult series of phases. Leaving the cave, 

the truth is seen first by "the light of the moon and stars rather than at the sun and its 

light by day" (Lee 242). The cracked urns Lutz cites as suggestive of Plato 's  Cave are 

ominously seen by "moonlight." The McEachern house a hard headed adoptee 

Christmas lived in squats "in the moonlight," heeled by the feminine ( 1 60) . When he 
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leaves the dancehall on McEachern' s  horse, he is haunted and hunted by a 

"moonblanched," "moondappled," and a "moonshadowed" night ( 1 96 - 98) .  The 

psychophysical ambience is "moonbland" (246) "moondappled" ( 126), and 

"moonfilled" ( 1 88) .  Christmas ' idea of his own nature illuminated by the moon 

alternately rises and descends, or recoils and expands. Burden, in a remarkable 

vignette conflating mythology and Christian Neo-Platonism, appears as the Greek 

mythological huntress Diana (or Roman Artemis) while voicing an Augustinian 

styled hedonistic plea to let her "be damned a little longer [while] the moon poured in 

through the window" (250) .  She echoes Saint Augustine ' s  plea in The Confessions, 

"Give me chastity and continence, but not yet ! "  ( 1 94) .15 1 6 

The milieu and characters in Light in August converge with Plato' s  Cave in shared 

images and symbols,  each with its distinct language and belief systems; the former 

insisting on intuition and synthesis, and the latter reifying the rational and analytical. 

Light in August uses symbol of Plato ' s  Cave to indict disembodied and hermetic 

systems of truth representing the insufficiency of  Ideals. The Neo-Platonic 

manifestation of Ideals in western religions, particularly Christianity, results in 

oppressive systems of entitlement, marginalization, and violence. 

1 5 John O'Meara writes in the introduction to Henry Bettenson's translation of St. Augustine's City of 
God, "Augustine's general philosophical view is Platonic [accepting] division of philosophy into 
physics, logic, and ethics - in which he sees a vestige of the Trinity" (xxxi). All is not well for Plato's 
conception of the Good. Augustine transforms the philosophical tripartite into a theodicy where the 
Good becomes God and, "the cause of existence, the principle of reason and the rule of life" [ . . .  ] in 
who is found all goodness" (304). 

1 6  As with Plato, the realm of story, poetry, and art for Augustine is wrought with seductive deception. 
According to Marylu Hill, Augustine was "famously suspicious and critical" of fiction and poetry 
despite inventing a literary form of "telling one's own story might lead to a deeper inner truth" (1). 
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Ascent, Descent, and Liminality 

John Lutz claims that "Plato ' s  implicit dichotomy between truth and distortion" is 

evident within Light in August in "moments of descent [ . . .  ] followed by ascent" 

( 463). There are moments that this allegoric formula holds ; however, more often it 

does not .  In Light in August, all is not descent to distortion and ascent toward truth. 

Characters often descend to truth and ascend to distortion. Frequently, the 

relationship between truth and distortion is rendered as liminality a vibrant and 

counterintuitive continuum between perfect realism and perfect idealism. For 

Faulkner, within the "purlieus" ( 1 1 1 ) of community, we live in the void, a 

biologically coaxed and socially constructed world that is an isolating "all of it" 

( 455) .  The "all of it" carries the paradoxical meaning of something lacking that 

forces people into ontological alcoves .  The "all of it" presupposes the idea that the 

"all of it" is something excised from the whole that will not or cannot admit into its 

boundaries anything else, things essential to wholeness of being. The Ideal "all of it" 

begins forming by facing the fire that renders the actual as "nothing more than the 

shadow of artificial things" (Lee 242; Bloom 1 94) . Truth is something different . For 

Plato,  ascension is a painful kind of dragging. For Faulkner, truth isn ' t  the passive 

shadowy emanation of an Ideal; it is an active to and fro where the shadow must 

autonomously live and thrive. Light in August implies that abstract Ideals oppress and 

deny compositeness and liminality essential to the wholeness of human life .  

Platonically, ascent marks leaving imperfect and deceptive images of the world 

and rising to the light of Truth. Again, ascent in Light in August often works against 
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the grain of that allegoric formula. For example, Christmas stands in the 

"shadowbrooded street" as a "phantom, a spirit strayed out of  its own world, and lost" 

( 1 06) . Christmas is ambiguous and incorporeal -- a phantom in the orderly white 

world of well lit street lamps, time regulated passersby, and neatly arrayed homes. He 

is lost and does not belong. Christmas descends into the "negro section" of Freedman 

Town and "found himself' ( 1 06) .  The neatly arrayed homes fade into amorphous 

"cabinshapes [ . . .  ] shaped blackly out of blackness" echoing "fecundmellow voices 

[of] lightless hot wet primogenitive Female" (1 07) . Christmas finds himself and 

experiences paradoxical enlightenment, or Truth, in his descent into the dark "original 

[ . . .  ] abyss" ( 1 08) whereas in his ascent into the "cold, hard air of white people" 

( 1 07), he is lost again. i The Ideal assumes patriarchal authority over "womanfilth" 

( 1 24), racial immunity from the "Nigger" (9 1) ,  and ministers of Grace, like Doc 

Hines, preaching black genocide, calling upon their congregation to "turn out and kill 

them all" (357) .  Christmas, like Hightower, is both "both master and servant of [his 

own] believing" (69) . In this passage, he tells himself that the descent into darkness is 

wrong, but he is at least alive there, not an incorporeal phantom. He tells himself that 

ascent into the light is right, yet he is a ghost there, not mortal flesh and heart. The 

entire text of Christmas' anxiety over racial indeterminacy belies the momentary 

peace he claims ascending into the veiled white world of "all of it," the something 

fatally excised from the whole. Anxiety is manifested in indecision. When Christmas 

decides to reject his blackness, he finds reprieve as he often does when he accepts the 

same. He chooses one thing or the other, the "all of it ." It is not until he no longer 
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chooses to alienate one part of himself from another part, as in the Mottstown 

vignette to come, that he finds momentary true peace and wholeness of being. In the 

Platonic scheme, misperceptions occur moving from dark to light or light into dark 

(Lee 244). Christmas is in a continual state of misperception and finding fleeting 

comfort in the Y oknapatawphan "all of it," and eventually discovers truth may be a 

more shadowy affair, a composited whole of light and dark. 

In Plato ' s  dichotomy between truth and distortion, ascent signals a return to 

rational, systematic, hierarchical, and discrete Form - the realm of non-ideological 

Ideals and Absolutes. In the orderly Neo-Platonic Christian sunny white world, 

Christmas is the shadow and darkness;  a bodiless fuzzy negative of the invisible 

Platonic Ideal. Christmas belongs to the world of "invisible negroes" ( 1 06). As 

discussed, The Freedman town passage invokes Christmas ' sense of racial 

indeterminacy, mattering only because the ideology of race and social codes in this 

ascent alludes to the upper realm of Ideals. Racism, elitist religiosity, and sexism are 

illustrative of the many possible instantiations of Platonizing Ideals. 

Akin to the upper realm phantom-like existence of Christmas, Gail Hightower' s  

ascension (apotheosis) is characterized by a feeling of  "losing contact with the earth, 

lighter and lighter, emptying, floating" ( 466) that leads to his feeling of dying. As an 

intellectual man of ideas, science, and religion, he is as incorporeal and marginalized 

as Christmas. Faulkner uses symbols of Plato ' s  cave for Hightower' s  characterization 

of his marriage as "living like two shadows chained together with a shadow of a 

chain" ( 454) . Isolated in abstract seminary life, he realizes that he hasn't seen the 
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actual face of his wife for three years and that his love for his wife is a bookish 

abstraction of love, an Ideal not particularly bound to her. Mrs. Hightower wants 

desperately to escape the bookish man and dead abstract marriage she belittles as an 

imprisonment of "All of it ! All. ALL !"  (455). Despite his long standing championship 

of classically distinct Form, Hightower recognizes at last that he lived in the abstract 

Ideal, and disconnected from an idyllic earthbound continuum of "inextricable 

compositeness" ( 465). Hightower realizes, "I have been a single instant of darkness in 

which a horse galloped and a gun clashed" ( 465) and his "body empty and lighter 

[ . . .  ] still upon the window ledge which has no solidity beneath hands that have no 

weight" ( 466). His apotheosis marks his final moment in the text. He ascends into 

nothingness, distortion, and deception. Perhaps, this portends renewal and 

regeneration as a life remembering contact with actual earthbound weight to which he 

returns, or perhaps he just fades away. The same might not be said of S imon 

McEachern's head, whose parried hand of God came to strike Christmas at the 

dance hall, confronting him in a "furious and dreamlike exaltation of a martyr [ . . .  ] 

into the descending chair [ . . .  ] and into nothingness" ( 1 92 - 93). As with Hightower, 

he is not seen again. The heads and abstract religious Ideals of Hightower and 

McEachern, both ministers of the oppressive Ideal, the Neo-Platonic Good turned 

God, lose contact with the earth and vanish. The particular vignettes of ascent and 

descent for Christmas, McEachern, and Hightower conjure patriarchal supremacy, 

racism, and elitist religiosity. They are insidious incidences bearing a N eo-Platonic 

imprimatur of Ideals. 
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Contrasting the oppressive invisible Ideal, the nurturing visible "shadow" of Mrs. 

McEachern ascends the stairs to Christmas' bedroom as "shapeless, a little hunched" 

( 1 45) .  S imon McEachern has disciplined Christmas by withholding food, though 

excuses himself by praying that the "Almighty be as magnanimous as himself, and by 

and through and because of conscience grace" ( 143) .  Mrs .  McEachern' s  shadow 

paradoxically rises on its own to secretly deliver food to young Christmas in 

reminiscent contrast with Nathaniel Burden' s command to Joanna, "In order to rise, 

you must raise the shadow with you" (240) . In order for Burden to ascend into the 

Ideal realm of her Christian faith and God, she must raise the shadow, literally blacks, 

unlike the Christian Doc Hines theological obligation to exterminate all blacks. Both 

are racist views inspired by the Ideal. Burden' s view portrays the black race as 

incapable of  coming to the light of truth without a guardian' s  guiding hand, and Doc 

Hines simply sees the black race as evil. Mrs.  McEachern' s  shadow emanates from 

the ilk of Ideal found in Burden; this time, maniacally expressed in repressive 

patriarchic religiosity that marginalize woman. Mrs.  McEachern' s  shadow is not 

raised; instead it autonomously rises against the religious proscriptions of Simon 

McEachern. The shadow' s  authority and authenticity asserts itself, more fully human, 

rising to defy the polluted light which casts and represses the shadow downward. 

Neo-Platonist Simon McEachern' s  prayer speaks to his personal rendition of God 

and, therefore, the Good. McEachern conflates himself with God to condone and 

sanction his behavior, as does Doc Hines who says in the curiously phrased, "Don't 

lie to me, the Lord God" ( 1 23) .  Nevertheless, Mrs .  McEachern' s  beaten down 
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"hunched" persona rises and feeds the child in an all-too-human act . The act defies 

Simon McEachern' s  personal divination of what God wants or doesn't want. The 

shadow and act momentarily revolt against patriarchal authority as sole interpreter of 

God and N eo-Platonic Ideal. Christmas does eventually eat in an "outraged food 

kneeling [ . . .  ] like a savage, like a dog" ( 146) .  At the age of eight, his shadow rises 

and pantheistically kneels in deference and maniacal defiance to an act of human 

kindness and decency as he does not to the shadow raising Burden who says, "Kneel 

with me" (267) . Burden tells thirty-something Christmas, "it is not I who ask" (267), 

and Simon McEachern says his wife ' s  obligation to kneel when Christmas is 

seventeen is "not of me" ( 1 55) .  Burden and McEachern have invoked invisible and 

ineffable authority with specialized knowledge in ideological kinship with Plato ' s  

Philosopher King. 

The cycles of Christmas ' descent and rising to the light of the sun correlate with 

Plato 's  Cave, but with different effect. Platonic ascent begins with shadows, then 

reflections, actual objects, starlight, moonlight, and finally, the sunlight (Lee 242 ; 

Bloom 1 95) .  But, Christmas presents a truth at odds with Plato ' s  enlightened 

philosophy of Truth. Christmas' s story divests Platonic invisible Forms and takes on 

a more corporeal, naturalistic, and pantheistic tenor. Christmas, despite the call again 

downward, simultaneously rises and descends, cautiously awakening to the light of 

day and its metaphorized sense of truth: 

It is just dawn, daylight; that gray and lonely suspension filled with the 

peaceful and tentative waking of birds. The air, inbreathed, is like spring water. 
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He breathes deep and slow, feeling with each breath himself diffused in the 

neutral grayness, becoming one, with lonliness and quiet that has never known 

fury or despair. 'That was all I wanted, ' [ . . .  ] . That didn't seem to be a whole 

lot to ask in thirty years. (3 1 3) 

Christmas "rises and descends to the spring" (3 1 7) repeating the frequent cycle of 

simultaneous ascent and descent within Light in August. Time, "the spaces of light 

and dark" (3 1 5),  lose meaning and orderliness for Christmas. Michael Cobb interprets 

this as Christmas ' "confusion of corporeal status [and] temporality" ( 1 59).  Opposing 

Cobb 's  claim of irreconcilable indeterminacy, Christmas does reconcile corporeality 

as he rises from the shadows and the Platonic intermediate light of the moon and 

stars, not yet into the light of the sun as, "he could never know if his eyes would open 

next upon sunlight or upon stars" (3 1 6). He enters the light in the spirit of Plato ' s  

recalcitrant prisoner. 

Christmas returns to Mottstown in "broad daylight" (33 1) in a curious Platonic 

parallel of rising from the cave and voluntarily descending again as Plato ' s  hero . 

According to Caryl Sills, Christmas may be "subliminally desir[ing] his own death" 

( 1 63) ,  or simply "assassinated" as Cobbs concludes ( 1 5 8) .  Predictably, he failed to 

play his part; he failed to act in accord with how he "ought" (33 1 ) .  The bravado of 

enlightenment leads to his capture by the community as Plato ' s  allegory suggests. 

S ill' s presumption that Christmas desired his own death presumes he was aware that 

he was being pursued for Burden' s murder. The text is ambiguous and, at least, partly 

exculpates Christmas while alluding to his probable innocence. On the eve of 
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Burden' s  murder, Christmas unknowingly held hostage a boy and girl living nearby. 

The girl is terrified and vaguely threatens revenge on Christmas ' high jacking the car 

saying, "When my pappy and brothers -" (269). In the backseat of the car, Christmas 

is "completely unaware that he was riding directly behind desperate terror" (268). Out 

of the car, he looks at the pistol in his hand that he had not known was there. He 

thinks, "I flagged that car with my right hand [ . . .  ] no wonder she . . .  they" (270) .17 He 

flings the pistol away. Then, Christmas begins to run. He does not run from the 

murder of Burden, but from the girl's immediate threat that nearby pappy and 

brothers will seek revenge for the misperceived high jacking. Indisputably, however, 

he did run as those pursued do . Knowing he is being arraigned for the murder of 

Burden, he runs again after being captured, making a courthouse break "in the midst 

of a throng of people thick as on Fair Day" (433) .  He runs for his life, not to end it. 

Contrary to interpretations viewing Christmas ' return to Mottstown as suicidal, he 

elicits what Broughton sees in other Faulkner characters as "heroic authenticity," 

exhibiting the characteristics of "awareness, acceptance, and affirmation" ( 165) .  What 

Christmas does is return to town, enter the barbershop for a shave and haircut, and 

into a store to purchase a new hat and clothing (33 1 ). Christmas embraces communal 

life, his individuality, and is either indifferent to racial identity, or resolved the . same, 

by walking into the barbershop simply a man, not into a "white barbershop as a white 

17 The current literature is replete with the acceptance of Joe Christmas as the murderer of Joanna 
Burden (Sills, 163; Robinson 119; Cobb 139); however, Greg Forter inserts the parenthetical remark 
"apparently'' with regard to whether or not Joe Christmas killed Joanna Burden (259). Stephen Meats 
suggests in "Who killed Joanna Burden?" that there" is no positive evidence in the novel to indicate 
who actually commits the murder" (271 ). He advances an intriguing theory around Christmas' 
supposed right-handedness. In any case, the novel does seem indeterminate as to guilt. 
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man" (33 1 ) . It is a new day, a new beginning, for Christmas who seems oblivious to 

communal speculations and convictions suggested by the narrator' s  accusatory racial 

banter and claim that he used money "stole from the woman" (33 1  ). That he never 

"acted like a nigger or a white man" (336) alludes to Christmas ' shedding the inane 

internal dialogue of mixed blood; it indicates acceptance. His open redress of 

communal life in affirming acts imply a desire to belong, in contrast with the 

outraged narrator 's  verdict that Christmas ought to have been "hiding and skulking 

[ . . .  ] muddy and dirty and running" (33 1 ) .  Christmas is very aware, but oblivious to 

the damning narrator 's  conviction grounded in hearsay or word "that blows from 

mind to mind" (66). He momentarily abandoned inauthentic, abstract, and idealized 

racial discourse along with his outlander behavior. He basks in a shoti-lived 

heroically authentic life of self-acceptance, freedom, and hope within Mottstown. 

Opposing invisible and ineffable authority of the Ideal, Faulkner metaphorizes an 

alternative liminality18 as vibrating and vital fluidity refuting images of ascent to the 

light of truth and descent to deception with something more composite and 

implacable. Illustrative ofFaulknerian liminality, Hightower' s  visiting congregation 

sees him at the pulpit as "not looking at anything" (62), Christmas is "between and 

among [states] suspended, swaying" (32 1) ,  and Byron "must compass forever 

between two inescapable horizons of the implacable earth" (4 1 0) .  Faulkner ' s  

1 8  Merrill Horton notes that Faulkner' s liminality might be more aptly characterized as a "harmonized 
[ . . .  ] disagreement between Plato and Aristotle" (97) with the same sensibility as Balzac's (95). 
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liminality and continuum has no gradient; to be truth, ascent and descent must be 

concurrent. 

Faulkner' s  liminality supposes a middling state between light and dark. Darkness 

invokes Platonic separation from the Good and the Ideal in accord with the 

Manichean view that matter is dark and evil contrasting the light and good of the 

spirit. In Light in August, spatial language of darkness mirrors Joseph Conrad's Heart 

of Darkness as "the stillness  of an implacable force brooding over an inscrutable 

intention" (61 ) . Both associate darkness with "inscrutable" and "implacable." For 

example, S imon McEachern tells the resistant Christmas to kneel, who abides though 

his face is "calm, peaceful, quite inscrutable" ( 1 43) .  Later, Christmas tries to 

inbreathe the "dark inscrutable thinking and being of negroes" (2 1 2) .  Lucas Burch, 

alias Joe Brown, walks to the cabin of  the "old Negro woman" and asks for help to 

claim reward money due him for providing information leading to Christmas' 

capture. The old woman sits on her porch, smoking, detached and godlike, "not at all 

benign [with] an inscrutable midnight face" (4 1 1 ) .  The young boy delivers Brown's  

message to the sheriff with a face that is "black, still, also quite inscrutable" (4 1 2) .  

Burden's  note on Christmas '  cot  is "square and white and so profoundly inscrutable 

against the dark blue blanket" (257). The inscrutable note lying square and white 

elicits a Manichean materiality and, consequently, evil; it also indicts the "cold, 

implacable like written printed words" ( 1 39) of Idealism. The note has an arresting 

whiteness with the smallness and concreteness of constrained space in Faulkner' s  

memory analogies a s  a "penitentiary" and "cage" ( 1 1 1 ) .  The implacable and 
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inscrutable is inescapably brooding and renders truth as neither dark nor light, but 

rather a "halflight" (99), "halfdark" (245), and "halfdeath" (25 1 )  evoking a 

compositeness of inextricable liminality. God and the Good are symbolically 

represented as light; therefore, symbolically, the inscrutable are neither with God nor 

the Good. 

As in life of the cave, the community cannot see a quality in another that they 

cannot project. Christmas is demonized for the same reason Hightower is demonized: 

the observer projects the trait. Christmas is, allegedly, clearly guilty of murdering 

Burden because the community' s  projected codified racism deems it the nature of 

"negroes" ( 1 06, 2 1 2) .  Hightower is  alienated by the community for, allegedly, clearly 

not being a "natural husband, a natural man" living with a "negro women in the house 

alone with him all day" (65) .  And the observers concoct clear new reasons for their 

observations born of a "single word that blows from mind to mind" (66) . The shared 

view is communal monomania and is the same dynamic of inscrutable perception 

afoot in hatred, envy, and myriad biases. They project qualities that reiterate, 

reaffirm, and console the hermetic "All" that denies essential compositeness. 

Opposing the Ideal clarity of projected monomania, liminality is again alluded to by 

"the mules plod in a steady and unflagging hypnosis, the vehicle does not seem to 

progress" and hang[s] suspended in the middle distance forever" (5) and resonates 

with Hightower' s  head becoming "suspended above his hands" ( 460) . Hightower is 

seen "in midstride, halfway home" and being filled with "baleful half-delights and 
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half-terrors" (29 1 ,  300). Truth is a vibrating messy twixt and tween' opposing the 

clean clarity of Platonic Ideal. 

Movement for Faulkner, unlike the static absolute Idealism of Plato, is "life, the 

only alternative is nothingness, death" (Gwynn 267). Explicitly, human hands flit 

about the text morphing as the selfborn puppet master in Plato ' s  Cave might direct. 

Human hands, moved by the visceral, are wont to caress, explore, fidget and seek; 

human hands silenced by the Ideal become motionless, atrophy, and vanish as useless 

appendages no longer earthbound. Here, as with Lutz' s  take on urns, Faulkner' s  

plurisignation o f  hands compete for meaning. Though consonant with lower realm 

physical and sensorial sensibilities of Plato ' s  Cave, there are compelling alternate 

interpretations (i.e .  synecdoche of the brutish root of human nature ) . 1 9  Bobbie has 

"big hands" ( 1 79)20, the hands of Christmas "as he ate, like a savage, like a dog" and 

his "hands in the blood" after he shot the sheep ( 1 46, 1 74), "his hand not ceasing" 

moves up and down Bobby's "flank" ( 1 84), Hightower' s  hands are "blackrimmed" 

(29 1 ), the "whimpering" and "beastlike" Mrs. Hines is "pawing lightly at the child" 

19 Virginia Woolf invokes Tennyson's  brutish force in Mrs. Dalloway published approximately seven 
, years prior to Light in August. She calls it the "brute" and identifies the sound of "hooves," but the 

brute here is "human nature [ . . .  ] with blood red nostrils" (Woolf 12, 92). And "human nature" is 
Woolf s Dr. Holmes, representing a psychoanalytical "little system" of truth. Faulkner shares Woolf s 
sensibility too. In Morpho Eugenia, A.S. Byatt also calls upon Tennyson' s  "red in tooth and claw" 
nature of the brute contrasting human systems of truth (i. e. religion, science, and academe) as 
hegemony, advocacy, and "the veil" of illusion. 

2° Critic Nelson contends that the hands of Bobbie suggest the "specter of homosexuality is certainly 
raised through the masculinity of the sexual obj ect" (8). She continues, "the na"ive boy and the 
knowledgeable older, masculinized lover which does lend an air of both the homoerotic and the 
pederastic: the ideal of Greek love." Indirectly, Nelson' s pederastic claim is another nod to Platonic 
import and the Greek ideal in Light in August while calling into question codified masculine/feminine 
distinctions. A good deal of current criticism focuses upon gender, race, and homoeroticism (Abdur
Rahman; Nelson; Taylor; Cobb; Watson; Entzminger). 
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she has "snatched" from Lena (38 1  ), though both are otherwise motionless, and the 

"skeletal [ . . .  ] dead" hands of Hightower' s  mother (449). And Hightower' s  hands 

transfigure as he moves towards an apotheosis with his head becoming "suspended 

above his hands" ( 460) while his hands gradually lose weight and earthly contact 

( 466), eventually fading into "twin blobs" ( 460, 467). In the end, Hightower is free of 

a "world [ . . .  ] peopled principally by the dead" ( 459) with the epiphany that he is not 

his grandfather, and that the latter died, not shot from a galloping horse, but stopped 

from a "handful of feathers" ( 459). The "twin blobs" of Hightower mark a loss of 

shape - again, where shape wanes, both a Faulknerian and Platonic objective 

correlative for a truth gained waxes. Platonically, imitative shapes give way to perfect 

Form and Truth; Faulknerian shapes give way to the particular truth, in which lies the 

universal. Ironically, the loss of shape accompanying Hightower implicates a Platonic 

apotheosis ; that is, ascending to the realm of ideal philosophical fleshless Form cues a 

naturalistic demise. 

Discontinuity and stillness contrast the continuity of movement. Hightower' s  

weakening psychological state throughout the text is reflected in, "I 'm not in life 

anymore" and physical state as emphasizing a "static overflesh" (282) and "pale, bald 

skull" (82, 284). He does not move; he does not act. He prefers the life of an 

emotional "eunuch [and] the gutless swooning of sapless trees and dehydrated lusts" 

(30 1 ). Eventually, "he became utterly still in the act," (29 1).  Subtle incidences of 

aposiopesis permeate the dialogue reflecting Hightower' s  incapacity to move or be 

moved even in language. For example, Hightower says, "I don't see any connection 
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between-- (72), "Unless . . .  (72), "Miss Burden didn' t--" (73), For the . . .  For--" (292), 

"I just--" (293), "Who is--" (342), "I have--" (344)," and "Yes, what--" (372). These 

instances represent disintegration of earthly contact portending Hightower' s  

inevitable apotheosis into nothingness, a man whose language i s  disintegrating, 

chipped away, carved and sculpted by Intellect and Ideal where spoken words no 

longer have any meaning or point. 

Words and symbolic objects in Light in August are always suspect. Hightower 

surmises, "as he had thought before and would think again and as every other man 

has thought : how false the most profound book turns out when applied to life" ( 455) .  

In books and words, there is "no need to touch the actual earth" (56) .  Of symbolic 

objects, eight year-old Hightower is startled by a blue patch he sees unfolding his 

father' s  Confederate grey frock coat. The vignette links the ''uniform blue denim" 

(1 1 1 ) of Christmas ' orphanage with the "United States" blue patch sewn on the 

uniform, a patch that "stopped his very heart" ( 444) . Inverting the colors, the dark 

blue patch against the field of grey, contrasting Burden' s white note against a field of 

dark blue, invokes a relativism rejecting the idea of one Truth or grand narrative; it 

subtextually contests Plato ' s  pedigreed dead certain Truth as certainly dead. 

Oxymoronic dead certainty is seen in Percy Grimm' s  pursuit of Christmas with "the 

implacable undeviation of [ . . .  ] Fate" (435) . Of the written word, Byron Bunch could 

have been speaking of Plato and his ideological spawn when he says to Hightower, 

"A man will talk about how he'd like to escape from living folks. But it ' s  the dead 

folks that do him the damage.  It ' s  the dead ones that lay quiet in one place and don't 
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try to hold him that he cant escape from" ( 69). But, as Cobb notes of Christmas, "he 

will not easily be captured by the textual notes others chain him with" (152).2 1 

Light in August portrays racism, elitist religiosity, and repressive patriarchic 

entitlement as instantiations of the light of an Ideal illuminating the "all of it." The 

Ideal is sculpted and carved from the whole made still, pure, and incapable of 

admitting into its bounded realm, the "rest of it," things essential to the wholeness of 

being. Movement for Faulkner, is life ;  the alternative, nothingness. And movement is 

not an allegoric formula correlating rising to truth and descent to deception. The 

novel depicts abstract Ideals as oppressively violating a compositeness and liminality 

essential to authenticate and fulfill actual human lives. 

2 1  Cobb notes that Christmas is "described in letter writing terms" (1 47), and his skin as a "distressed 
writing surface" ( 151) while Robinson refers to the "text of Joe Christmas. " In further support of Cobb 
and Robinson, Light in August depicts Christmas in terms of paper as "parchmentcolored" (112, 11 5,  
262). 
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Mimesis : Bakhtinian Language and Myth 

Plato ' s  rational, analytic, noetic, and hierarchical epistemology echoes against the 

Faulknerian irrational, synthetic, poetic, and heterarchical. Light in August succeeds 

at what Mikhail Bakhtin calls in The Dialogic Imagination a "fusing [of] the language 

of truth with the language of  the everyday" (3 1 5) .  The milieu of Light in August is 

double-voiced, a Faulknerian non-authoritarian and Platonic authoritarian 

heteroglossia that infuses and contests using Platonic symbolism invoking its 

extended meaning, the seminal "language of truth" in western civilization. The effect 

is juxtaposition between the abstract language of truth and the actual language of the 

everyday. Bakhtin claims, "It is impossible to represent an alien ideological world 

adequately without frrst permitting it to sound, without having first revealed the 

special discourse peculiar to it" (335) .  Symbol, allegory, and metaphor peculiar to 

both Plato 's  Cave and Light in August presents a special discourse that 

simultaneously sound in discord and harmony. The resulting hybrid language of  truth 

in Light in August is a consistent and persistent metaphysical space of Platonic 

parody. The alternative language of truth creates a unity contesting Platonic Idealism 

which character and plot, though in its service, belie. In other words, Faulkner paints 

a Bakhtinian "image of a language" (336) which character, plot, and structure are in 

service, not the other way about. The mimetic image of language exposes in Light in 

August an essential compositeness in yet another way, expressing the necessity of 

vitality in abstraction between the Ideal and the actual without which neither is 

representative of F aulknerian truth. 
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Bakhtinian carnival suggests parody is created by placing a particular writer in 

surrounding popular cultural forms using, among other things, techniques of 

grotesque realism and images of degradation. Other Bakhtinian terms of criticism and 

concepts used herein include heteroglossia, denoting the differentiation among 

heteroglots - - that is, a particular speech or language. Bakhtinian language of 

criticism is a heteroglot itself and includes, but is not limited to, the normative 

sociolinguistic meaning of specialized speech and register. In The Dialogic 

Imagination, Bakhtin defines heteroglossia as "utterances inside a single language [ ; ]  

amid other social languages within a single national language [ ;] amid different 

national languages within the [ . . .  ] same socio- ideological horizon" (275) .  

Heteroglossia defines "specific world views" (29 1 )  by identifying distinct languages 

whereas dialogue and dialogism define how these languages interact. Bakhtin says, 

"Each word tastes of the context [ . . .  ] all words and forms are populated by 

intentions" (293) .  Bakhtin' s "stylization" is an "artistic image of another' s  language 

[where one] linguistic consciousness" represents another (362) . Unlike stylization, 

"hybridization" refers to the use of a single language in an utterance but "rendered in 

the light of another language" (362) . Novelistic language doesn't occur in a vacuum, 

there is a sounding heteroglossia that occurs in Light in August as, minimally, two 

hybridized voices. 

Light in August is both hybridized and stylized. William Van O 'Connor notes in 

"Rhetoric in Southern Writing" that Faulkner' s crafting of  sentences that are "spatial 

rather than analytical" (54) . This spatiality accommodates hybridity and mimesis. The 
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long sentence, allusions to historical and literary moments, technique of negation to 

posit something greater, poetic extension of meaning, solecisms and non-grammatical 

forms, accretion of adjectives, and other techniques suggest truth is more aptly 

rendered in a circling, non-linear, and poetic manner. Specific Platonic symbolism 

explicated in the first chapter aside, on the level of language alone, Light in August 

mimetically challenges Platonic Ideal Form as mind-independent, perfect, and distinct 

from viscera-dependent, imperfect, flesh and blood lives .  Platonic Idealism shares 

some meaning with the normative definition of idealism that critic Panthea Reid 

Broughton defines as a "pernicious abstraction [ . . .  ] a barrier against, a belittlement 

of, or a refuge from actuality" (Broughton 209). Light in August paints a non

authoritarian aesthetic using grotesque realism to confront authoritarian idealism. 

Critic Susan Vice suggests that the function of grotesque realism is to deflate the 

"ineffable or authoritarian" ( 1 55) which Light in August sets about to do. Faulkner' s  

work suggests at the level of language that the elitist nature of ideas and the Platonic 

Ideal must be deflated and still given their due within the hybridized language of 

Y oknapatawpha. The story reshapes the Platonic language of The Ideal and perfect 

Form as having vital importance in the actual but in a sustainable and representative 

way where they are lifeless if solely in the abstract. Light in August implies the 

abstract barriers of the Ideal ought to be lifted and hybridized with the actual in a 

continuum bound by blood, sinew, and heart. This alone authenticates Platonic 

abstract assertions and creates something similar to what Broughton calls a "vital 

abstraction" as a means of transcendence (Broughton 205). For Faulkner, 
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transcendence is not ascending and descending, but rather simply a vital crossing of 

the ways. 

Light in August is rife with stylized language of truth with the language of the 

everyday, the abstract with the actual, and crossing of these ways. In one vignette, 

seventeen year-old Christmas begins his dancehall tryst with Bobbie by stealthily 

escaping the "dark, profound" house of god-fearing guardian Simon McEachern, a 

house that "squatted in the moonlight" ( 1 59). He descends from the house with 

"shadow like agility [ . . .  ] in the moonlight [ . . .  ] swift as a shadow [and] through the 

moonlight" ( 1 5 9). He ascends into the stable loft to get the suit he had secreted away 

for the impending tryst ;  he then, "descended and emerged" now seeing the house in 

the moonlight as "deceptive" ( 1 60). The path he takes to the "highroad" ahead is 

bordered by "shadowed branches [ . . . ] thick and sharp as black paint" ( 1 60). Reaching 

the "highroad," what lies before him is nothingness, "the road, the night, were empty" 

( 1 60). He is unmoored. Time has stopped, his "dead watch" made dead by the 

watchful guardian McEachern who had "given him no opportunity to wind the watch" 

( 1 60). Christmas moves along the "dark lane;" the deceptive house ofMcEachern is 

"now invisible" ( 1 6 1 ). He thinks, believes, he sees "movement among the shadows," 

but senses that the movement was "something in his mind projected like a shadow 

upon the wall" ( 1 6 1 ). Christmas thinks, "I hope" and "I wish . . .  I wish . .  . I  wish . . .  I 

wish" in a meditative incantation for guardian McEachern to appear. But, there was 

"nothing [ . . .  ] empty, intermittent with treacherous shadows" ( 1 6 1 ). Then, the 

shadows, moonlight, and emptiness give way to the "glare of lights" ( 1 6 1  ). 
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The plot and characterization in the preceding vignette are simple. A smitten 

teenage boy, under the watchful eye of a puritanically strict guardian, wants to sneak 

out of the house, retrieve his suit for the big night -- a dancehall tryst with a girl. The 

entire passage moves from pitch darkness into bright light with Platonically 

suggestive intermediate phases of adumbrated light, starlight, and then, moonlight. 

Christmas ' ascent and descent in the passage is repetitive and concurrent, contrasting 

the steady hierarchical movement, up or down, in Plato ' s  Cave. Christmas is an agile 

shadow escaping the dark house.22 In descent, he emerges, opposing the Platonic 

emerging in ascent. The shadow moves autonomously, not merely imitative of 

profound light, away from the simultaneous "cavelike" and palatial dark house that is 

"squatting" in the moonlight. The "squatting" house has the ominous quality of the 

normative meaning of house "squatter;" that is, someone or something lacking 

rightful claim and authority, intending to acquire something not his own, and 

crouching in wait to pounce. This is the house of Simon McEachern, Christmas ' legal 

guardian, the Platonic equivalent to the Guardian, and the Neo-Platonic minister of 

God. It is both Plato ' s  Cave and the house of God - the dark dominion of Simon 

McEachern which squats, bending the visceral downward. Initially, Christmas sees 

the house as dark and profound, then deceptive; and finally, the house is invisible as 

are perfect Forms and Ideals unjustly claiming authority, predatorily lying in wait to 

oppress anything that disputes the squatter' s  untitled claim. The corporeal darkness 

22 The McEachern house is an ideological and literal prison. The depiction of Christmas' "catlike" 
agility resonates with Faulkner suggestion that "Being in prison makes man an animal [ . . .  ] depriving 
the capacity for free will, for liberty, freedom" (Gwynn 183). 
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and profundity of the squatting house fade to invisible phantom, and the emerging 

shadow continues to rise on its own accord. The shadow, Christmas, ascends the path, 

reaching the "highroad" in imagistic parallel to the high road of  Plato ' s  Cave where 

figures are paraded before the frre casting shadows upon the wall of  the cave. 

Christmas sees nothing on the highroad. Time has stopped. The "perfectly logical and 

reasonable and inescapable" ( 1 49) realm of Simon McEachern and Platonic Ideal is a 

sham - there is nothing. He senses "something in his mind projected like a shadow 

upon the wall" ( 1 6 1 ) .  The shadow rises and comes to know, as Hightower does, that 

he, in the end, is the "master and servant of [his own] believing" (69) . In all too 

human outrage against the squatting and posturing, Christmas hopes and wishes the 

shadow he does not see, but projects, is the real Simon McEachern upon which he can 

exact revenge. Instead, Christmas steps into "glare of lights" ( 1 6 1 ), not the allegorical 

glaring sun of Platonic enlightenment, but rather the pedestrian light of car in a world 

where the visceral longings of  a young boy for a young girl might be met. 23 

The language of Platonic truth within Light in August with the language of the 

everyday offers compelling cumbersome constructions that steep the reader in 

Platonically antithetical visceral matters of the heart, synthesis, and emotion. The 

visceral is inextricably bound to the rational imitative symbolic precursors (i.e. 

shadow, puppets, and frre) of Plato ' s  upper realm of reason, logic, and intelligence. 

The visceral is expressed in syntactically skewed and grammatically indeterminate 

23 As things turn out, the innocent young boy is a sadomasochist and the innocent young girl, a 
prostitute. 
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narration by Faulkner to "prevent the substitution of language and logic for 

experience and emotion," according to Francois Pitavy ( 1 30) .  Walter J .Slatoff 

suggests in a similar vein that "as long as our reactions are in a suspension rather than 

in crystallized form, they remain feelings and experiences rather than rational or 

verbal constructions" (232). In opposition to Pitavy and Slaton: Light in August uses 

the language of logic and rationality, specifically Platonic symbolism in this 

continuum with the visceral. The implication is that rational and logical constructions 

are not prevented or suspended but are not solely abstractions and representative of 

the truth. The feeling induced by the narrative is epistemologically and onto logically 

reminiscent of the prisoners of Plato ' s  Cave beset with sounds, smells, shadowy 

images, and associations among these. The difficulty to an analytical and logical 

response invites the alternative of sensorial syntheses and affect. The rationally 

unmoored character' s  consciousness is created by stylized and synthetic language that 

potentially unmoors the reader as well, establishing a communion of consciousness 

between character and reader.24 Jean Pouillon surmises the reader must not 

understand the characters any more than they understand themselves" (86). As with 

Joe Christmas, Gail Hightower, Simon McEachern, and Percy Grimm, the denizens 

of Plato ' s  Cave prevailing consciousness is tinted by experience and emotion-

represented in stylized symbolism of Platonic truth with the language of the everyday. 

The result, once again, is that abstract idealism cannot be representative of the truth 

24 According to Claude-Emonde Magny, with regard to dissonant grammatical and cumbersome 
constructions, "the characters and reader are supposed to flounder" (72). 
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divorced from the actual any more than the actual can be if divorced from the abstract 

ideal. 

Both Light in August and The Republic depict the psychological lives of childhood 

sensorial actuality relative to the intellectually abstract lives of adulthood. Melissa 

Lane, in the introduction to Desmond Lee ' s  translation of The Republic, goes so far as 

to claim that the developmental process of maturation is the overriding theme of The 

Republic (Lee xvi) . Light in August is replete with vignettes recounting in a 

developmental way, with imagistic detail, the childhood sensorial beginnings of 

Hightower, Christmas, Burden, Grove and Grimm implicit within the language of 

Plato ' s  Cave. A developmental "sounding" shared ontology appears as sensorial 

synaethesia - a Proustian merging of senses. Higher order faculties of matured ethics 

and intellect are bound with lower order immature sensorial sensibilities. 

Subsequently, "goodness" has an "odor," and sin has a "smell" (6 1 ,  282) ; there is 

"listening for the light" (97); a "mouth think[s]" ( 1 1 2) ;  characters "see hear" and 

"hear see" (2 1 6) ;  "five senses [are] one organ" (275) ; seeing of "stink" occurs (355) ;  

sin and fear "astink" (364). Even Gail Hightower muses with monomaniacal 

obsession and imagines in order to "see," we first "must hear, feel" ( 459). The 

grammatically destabilized narration provides a presence of our distinct, fleshy, and 

intimate ontology in conflated childlike sensual terms eschewing the maturity of 

systematic logic for feeling and interiority. 2 5  The sensorial text is  imbued with 

25 Biographer Frederick R. Karl notes, "Although less obviously internalized than Sound and As I Lay 
Dying, Light in August - like its successor Absalom -- limns interiors" ( 446). 
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aboriginal language suggestive of pre linguistic states, synaethesically universal and 

intractable, simultaneously particular and universal. Within Light in August, the past 

is inseparable from the present and abstract higher order cognitions such as Truth, 

virtue, and the Good find their roots vitally intertwined with the sensorial. In Light in 

August, truth bound with the sensorial is inescapable whereas in Plato ' s  Cave, it must 

necessarily be escaped to be Truth. Opposing Plato, Light in August implies that 

rationally abstract hierarchical constructions are dangerous and dehumanizing and 

not, as Lane says Plato suggests, a "control of baser instincts by the better parts of the 

self' (Lee xvi) . For Faulkner, all parts are essential. 

Light in August contains nearly five-hundred strangely fashioned word 

compressions, rooted in associations with the sensorial (Table A). The technique 

suggests dialect and dialogue in the style of John Dos Passos ii and James Joyce. 

Faulkner' s  usage is a mimetic strategy, bearing a Bakhtinian imprimatur ofhybridity 

and stylization with the language of truth and the Y oknapatawphan language of the 

everyday. In the lower realm of Platonic knowing, Belief, Illusion, and Opinion are 

synthetic versus higher realm analytic knowing of  Plato ' s  concept of consciousness 

and the import of language. For example, five of the five hundred synthesized 

compressions are "mansmelling" ( 44), "niggerblooded" (96), "shadowbrooded" 

( 1 06), "thwartfacedcurled" ( 1 64), and "darkcavemeyed" (290) . They are akin to 

speech and bear the hallmark of place. Multiple words (i.e .  dark, cavern, eyed) are 

blended with the edge of each belonging to the other extending synergistic meaning 

beyond the reach of each constituent word. The actual ( i.e .  darkness, caverns, eyes) 
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are made abstract (i. e .  darkcavemeyed), but vitally so as the actual is not entirely lost 

in the mimetic construction. The emergent identified heteroglossia suggests, if the 

universal resides within the particular, then the ongoing reinvention of nonce words is 

universally a vital a posteriori process opposing an a priori Platonic Ideal. Something 

is made new again, unfamiliar, and particular. As with the universal process in the 

larger sense of Darwinian evolution, Faulkner' s  textual inventions attempt to create 

something better, particular, and more sustainable. 26 It is an experiment and 

experience where ultimately the process succeeds whereas the particular invention 

most always fails. For example, "thwartfacedcurled" outside of Light in August and 

its singular occurrence had its ephemeral moment whereas "supermarket" has shelf 

life. The odd combinatorial creations are not resident within formal English, yet they 

belong somewhere. They are colloquial belonging to a particular place which 

Y oknapawtawpha represents. A double-voiced heteroglossia that speaks to the 

universally particular, but to no one particularly emerges within Light in August. 

Word compressions in Light in August have characteristics of mimetic textual 

equivalents to shadows. They are echoic "mouthword[s]" ( 1 7),  "wordsymbols" (25 ,  

244), and "symbolwords" (265 ,  277) literally wrought with synthetic meaning in 

shape, sound, and associations opposing the analytic import of specific etymologies 

and definitions. The nonce words themselves avoid clear outlines and crystal clear 

meaning of their constituent parts creating an opaque textual body resistant to the rays 

26 In Faulkner in the University, Faulkner says that "any language if it is not changing will not last 
long [ .. . ] the only alternative to change and progress is death" (151). 
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of rational light. As with light cut off by an intermediary opaque body, what remains 

is a shadow. The normal meaning of "shadow" is an imperfect representation that is 

not the thing; it is a phantom and obscure. Opposing the shadows of Plato ' s  Cave, 

Faulkner' s  textual inventions and stylizations are not merely imitative imperfect 

representation of the Ideal, but integrally and essentially the thing itself. 

S imultaneously, many of these compressions are congruent descriptions for the 

physical milieu of Plato ' s  Cave. The both "still" ( 1 04) and "palpitant" (293) 

chiaroscuro of Plato ' s  cave might be imagined as "darkcaverneyed" (290), "dewgray" 

(3 1 7) ,  "halfdark" ( 1 2 1 ,  245), "yetdark" (3 1 4),  "pitchdark" ( 127), "caverned" (1 93), 

"cavelike" (305), "daygranaried" (55), "duskcolored" ( 148), "neversunned" (2 1 7),  

"duskfilled" (70), "shadowbrooded" (1 06),  "shadowdappled" ( 1 97), "halflight" (99), 

"ironcold" ( 1 78), "irongray" ( 4 1 9), "nightprowling" (96), and imbued by the affect 

reflected in the approximately seventeen occurrences of "downlooking."  The fire of 

Plato ' s  Cave is akin to an environment that is "cinderstrewnpacked" ( 1 1 1 ), 

"coalgrimed" ( 1 1 9),  "sootbleakened" ( 1 1 1 ), "kerosenelit" ( 1 07), and "downglar[ing]" 

(372) . The prisoners, whose existence is solely based on the activities and emanations 

behind them, might be imagined as "fanatic faced" ( 44 7), "hardknowing" ( 64 ), 

"scarce breathing" (24 1 ), "forwardlooking" ( 435), and "forwardleaning" ( 466). Their 

orientation might be imagined as "backfallen" ( 1 95), "backflung"(36), and 

"backwatching" (32) . Receiving the Platonic call to ascend the cave to the Ideal and 

light of perfect Form, the skeptical escapee might be once again "backglaring" ( 1 74), 

"backrolling" (5), and "backlooking" ( 1 4 1 ,  249, 406) . Though a few citations serve to 
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be suggestive of Plato, it is the interspersed and accreted language of fire, light, dark, 

ascent, and descent in Light in August that affords sufficient description beyond the 

merely necessary to hypothesize that the physical and psychological milieu 

representing Plato ' s  Cave is not coincidental. 

In accord with Bakhtin' s  The Dialogic Imagination, the broad and deeply infused 

particular poetic imagistic language used to illuminate and engage the Platonic 

language of truth accretes "where it itself becomes an image of a language [ . . .  ] more 

reified becom[ ing] the representing and illuminating language itself' (36 1  ) .  

Faulkner' s  mesmerizing koan or prose poem that preludes Christmas ' orphanage 

experiences creates an artistic image of another' s  linguistic consciousness. The 

passage and following vignette, exemplify some of the accreted hybridized 

heteroglossia in a language matrix of fire, light, and dark within the novel. It is 

illustrative ofBahktinian artistic hybridity where "within the boundary of a single 

utterance, two potential utterances are fused [where] potential responses can never be 

fully actualized" (36 1 ) :  

Memory believes before knowing remembers. Believes longer than recollects, 

longer than knowing even wonders. Knows remembers believes a corridor in a 

long garbled cold echoing building of dark red brick sootbleakened by more 

chimneys that its own, set in a cinderstrewnpacked compound surrounded by a 

smoking factory purlieus [ . . .  ] like a penitentiary or a zoo, where in random 

erratic surges, with sparrowlike childtrebling, orphans in identical and uniform 

blue denim in and out of remembering but in knowing constant as the bleak 
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walls, the bleak windows where in rain soot from the yearly adjacenting 

chimneys streaked like black tears. ( 1 1 1 ) 

The actual language of Plato remains outside the passage, as required of artistic 

hybridity, and rendered in the light of the accumulative Platonic imagery in the voice 

of the poet. The voice of the poet and philosopher are fused. The passage begins with 

the fundamental concerns of Plato ' s  Cave with knowledge, knowing, belief, 

recollection, memory, and remembering. The Cave is an allegory of Platonic 

epistemology whose symbolism represents these themes, and is a storied and poetic 

rendering of theoretical and rational concerns. The Cave is a prison, a "penitentiary" 

whose inmates take up residence as orphans. The milieu of the Cave is described by 

Plato in terms resonant with "constant bleak walls" illumed only by shadows whose 

"erratic" presence and absence provide the only basis for knowledge and memory for 

the prisoner that is accordingly "in and out of remembering. "  For Plato, the Cave is a 

"smoking factory purlieus" in that the walled Cave is an ideological production 

facility distant from true knowledge, non-ideological, absolute truth, and Ideal. 

The ancient philosopher' s  language of reason is artistically represented in 

antithetical poetic form. The form itself is antagonistic to the symbolic Platonic 

import which derides poetry and arts as misperception and belonging to the lowest 

form of knowing. The passage parodies and satirizes the Platonic Idealism invoking 

relatively contemporary correlative symbols with Plato ' s  utopian classes and 

institutions. As discussed, Faulkner represents Platonic Idealism as the Cave itself, 

satirically in accord with Plato 's  assertion that it houses misperception, distortion, and 
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deception. The Cave is rendered in modernist terms of mass production where stone 

and soil become units "dark red brick" capable of systematically creating specialized 

factories, or caves, of equally specialized ideological production. The eugenic scheme 

of state run rearing and care for specialized Platonic classes is depicted as filthy, 

soiled, and sad uniformed places housing human animals in a zoo .  The altruistic 

institutions of Plato are rendered in an industrialized setting portraying man as 

dehumanized, imprisoned by an Absolute Idealism negating "the capacity for free 

will, for liberty, freedom" (Gwynn 1 83) .  The passage suggests multiple ideological 

systems or factories posturing as absolute truth and housed in an industrialized 

compound, each with its own smoking factory purlieus and chimney. Pitted against 

this overwhelming presence of an insurmountable complex that pollutes, even alters, 

naturalistic "rain" with artificial "soot" is the puny voice of man described as small 

and insignificant "sparrowlike childtrebling." The image of philosopher, poet, 

ancient, and modernist fuse and sound in this passage. 

The hybridized language is unmooring, echoic, and grammatically destabilizing 

narration. Simultaneously, "sootbleakened" and "cinderstrewnpacked" are mimetic 

textual equivalents to shadows and descriptors of the aftereffects of frre in a cage, 

prison, or factory of ideological production as evoked by memory, belief, and 

knowing. This is the cold purlieus and dark milieu in which Christmas ' memories and 

beliefs are formed which he acts upon as an adult with their origin obscured. He 

enters a room in the orphanage "as a shadow [ . . .  ] like a shadow" ( I l l ) and "silent as 

shadow" ( 1 1 2). He "squatted [ . . .  ] crouched among the "woman-garments" squeezing 
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"pinkcolored" toothpaste on his "parchmentcolored" finger ( 1 1 2) .  He becomes sick 

and now the "womansmelling" ( 1 1 3) garments behind the veil of a "curtain," 

associatively evolve into "pinkwomansmelling" ( 1 1 4) .  Miss Atkins, the dietician he 

had known only in the "ceremony of eating at the wood forms" ( 1 1 2), flings back 

Christmas ' protective curtain and angrily calls him a "little nigger bastard" ( 1 1 4) .  For 

five years, like a boiler room superintendent in a ideological factory compound, Doc 

Hines sits in a "coalgrimed" doorway to "watch him and hate him" delighting in the 

fact that the "other children call him Nigger" ( 1 1 9) .  For Hines, production is going 

well in "God's own boiler room" (362). A sequential and associative chain of events 

imprints and compresses upon his memory, secretiveness to woman that is nausea 

producing, to be kept behind the veil by any means, even violently. In tum, the 

associative nausea conflates with a sense of alienation, of being different than the 

other children, less than Ideal an ungodly "Nigger." In one vignette, his memory 

forms an inextricable compression of alienation, racial indeterminacy, violence born 

of the need to repress negative associations with woman, and secular rejection of 

N eo-Platonic Christian repression. 

Light in August suggests a compossibility of structure and language in its rejection 

ofKnowledge as a mind-independent Ideal. It inverts Plato ' s  hierarchical schema 

while simultaneously converting it from hierarchy to a vital continuum and vital 

abstraction. This is not the same as wholesale rejection of ideas, abstractions, and 

ideals but rather keeping the facts and actualities vitally connected as an 

interpenetrated compossibility. For example, Hightower flees the darkness to the 
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"artificial light" of his study "lined with books" (30 1 ) .  Pulling out his "do geared" 

copy of Tennyson, he reads a bit and "lusts begin to swim," lusts that are described as 

"gutless [ . . .  ] sapless [ . . .  ] dehydrated" (30 1 ) .  He has overindulged, over committed, 

and disconnected substituting the abstract for his own actual visceral life and that of 

his wife .  The once legitimate vitally abstract inspiring lusts of Tennyson have dried 

up. He has disconnected with whatever inspiring truth Tennyson' s book contained, 

and had become immersed in life of fatal abstraction. In this way, Light in August 

aesthetically contests the inhumanity of pure rationality and ideals as fatally ruling, 

independent, and supreme. Faulkner, in Faulkner in the University again speaks to 

students in the University of Virginia as writer-in residence, calling the universe 

"ramshackle [and] irrational," consequently human behavior is unpredictable and 

irrational (Gwynn 267) . Faulkner mimetically renders the mind-independent Ideal 

incompatible with the visceral-dependent rejecting the Platonic claim of necessary 

independence. 

In the Bakhtinian sense, mythological "sounding" underpins both Light in August 

and The Republic. On the run from his pursuers for allegedly murdering Joanna 

Burden, Christmas feels driven into the "black abyss" in brogans "chopped out of 

iron" about his ankles in an "ineradicable gauge of its upward moving" (3 1 3) .  The 

plurisignified imagery connotes shackling and chaining the prisoner of the cave as 

well as Plato ' s  "magnificent myth" conspiracy sustaining his utopian Republic. Plato 

was self-conscious and embarrassed at devising a necessary foundation story, "a fairy 

story like those poets tell and have persuaded people to believe [ . . .  ] indeed, it would 
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need a lot of persuasion to get people to believe it" (Lee 1 1 6) .  The tale says some 

people are innately of higher entitlement, value, and ability. The highest rankings are 

made of gold, the middle of silver, and the lowest of iron and bronze. The myth 

continues warning that people are constitutionally one class or another, though a 

mixture of metals may occur in offspring requiring detection, intervention, and 

correction to resolve the impurity or the State may be ruined (Lane 1 1 5 - 1 8). 

Yoknapatawpha County Harvard educated District Attorney Gavin Stevens suggests 

something similar to account for of Christmas ' death to his Harvard alumni friend. 

Stevens explains to his college professor friend that Christmas ' state of mind 

preceding his death "was the black blood which snatched up the pistol and the white 

blood which would not let him fire it" ( 424). He explains that Christmas "defied the 

black blood for the last time, as he had been defying it for many thirty years [ . . .  ] and 

let them shoot him to death" ( 425). Presumably, Stevens ' friend is not outraged by the 

explanation. The grotesque modern equivalent to Plato ' s  magnificent myth goes 

unchallenged by Steven' s friend, the tacit acceptance validates Plato ' s  assertion that 

the myth would require "later generations" to be accepted ( 1 1 7) .  The heteroglossial 

sounding and stylizing of the ancient Platonic myth is relished in the relative setting 

of modernity in Light in August. The racially indeterminate Christmas is driven to the 

black abyss and returns to the lowest denominator mix-blood man that he has been 

told and tells himself he is. 27 

27 Nelson notes, against the widely accepted idea of Christmas' s race as mixed," that there is "no 
evidence that his father was not white or that his mother was white (Nelson, 53). 
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The Platonic magnificent and requisite myth edict of "mixed metals" is eerily 

similar to the "one drop rule" that was formally used in the US Census of 1 920, 

according to the Blackwell Encyclopedia of Sociology. By 1 924, it was used again in 

the state legislature of Virginia as "Preservation for Racial Equality" defining "white" 

to mean not one drop of anything else and "colored" as one drop of "negroe" 

(Lemelle) . Historically, this is actual law of the land when Light in August was 

published. The inane banter of Y oknapatawpha County Harvard educated District 

Attorney Gavin Stevens on the black blood and the white blood is perfectly sound and 

is uncontested because it is in accord with the Guardians of adjudicated truth. Racism 

has a Platonic imprimatur.28 As Plato predicted, future generations would take up 

segregation with glee .  

Faulkner subversively imbues the narrative of Light in August with mythopoeic 

based truth telling and truth seeking contrasting Plato ' s  use of myth for deceit and 

misdirection. In the Bakhtinian sense, Faulkner' s  valuing of mythology once again 

"sounds" against the deriding of myth by Plato whose utopian world depends on an 

essential myth. Plato calls Greek polytheism and myths "crude and misleading" and 

found only in the realm of Illusion with poetry and art (Bloom 386) . Still, the 

juxtaposition within Light in August of physical place with mythological space 

resonates with P lato ' s  Cave. Light in August uses mythology as an authenticating 

unity of time (past, present, and future), elevating the pedestrian to the sublime, and 

28 Again, Plato depicts something of a eugenic scheme to ensure the purity of social classes. He writes, 
"if any child of a Guardian is a poor specimen, it must be downgraded to the other classes" (Lee 124). 
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creating a sense of the universal, timelessness, and collectivity of human lives. The 

Republic presents mythology as inventive discontinuity of time, deflating the sublime 

to a hegemonic technique of control, and creating a sense of particular entitlement, 

temporality, and discreteness  in human lives. 

Like mythology, the commonest of names in Light in August also enrich, extend, 

and elevate pedestrian meaning of present bound place, time, and character. Byron 

Bunch ponders that the sound of a man' s name from which to "read the meaning;" it 

is an "augur" [and] something in the sound of  it trying to tell" (29). In The Dialogic 

Imagination, Bakhtin argues even common names "tastes of the context" and are 

possessed of intent (293) . For example, the layered representation of the suspiciously 

forthright character Lena obfuscates, and in doing so offers a more complete, yet 

indeterminate shadow bound truth than Plato ' s  light drenched perfect Form. From the 

Oxford English Dictionary, "Lena" is a diminutive of "Helena," in turn, a diminutive 

of Helen, the mythical daughter of Zeus. "Helen" is derived from the Greek "Helene," 

and linked by folk etymology to "hehine" with the meaning "torch," and, more 

specifically, to frre: St. Elmo ' s  frre (OED) . Saint Erasmus, better known as St. Elmo, 

was a Christian martyr during the Byzantine Empire when traditional Hellenistic 

philosophies ruled; a nod, perhaps, to the Hellenic light in August that Faulkner says 

inspired the title of the novel. St. Elmo died with his "intestines slowly removed on a 

spindle" (St. Elmo) a morbid mirroring of the symbolic Light in August "measured 

thread being wound into a spool" (6) . Fire, a Bakhtinian symbol of carnival that 

simultaneously destroys and creates, looms large within the novel as both metaphor 
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and narrative fact. Fire for the townspeople is a "permanent part of their lives as well 

as of their experiences" (277) . St. Elmo is the patron saint of stomach maladies, 

pregnancy, and domestic animals, interesting in that the vignette with the "red string" 

includes mules and Lena with a "swelling and unmistakable burden [ . . .  ] swollen, 

slow, deliberate, unhurried, and tireless" presence, akin to the description of the mule 

themselves. Later reference to Hightower' s  "flabby and obese stomach like some 

monstrous pregnancy" (29 1 )  binds Lena to Hightower imagistically, and both, 

subtextually, to St. Elmo, and by extension, Fire. More specifically, frre of 

spontaneous and unknown origin that is .within Light in August deemed "selfborn" 

(274). Myth and story, the lowest Platonic realm of poetry and art, elevate and extend 

the banal , unraveling a vital burning compositeness, collectivity, and interpenetration 

of all things. iii 

Faulkner infuses Light in A ugust with a Bakhtinian sense ofhetroglossia rendered 

in hybridity and stylization of Plato ' s  works. What matters in the Faulknerian sense is 

the regressive dynamic and the history of each thing bound with another. For 

Faulkner, their respective shadowy particulars inextricably intertwine with the 

universal; for Plato, the shadowy particulars merely imitate the universal. Platonism 

insists that universals exist independently of particulars and are merely manifested by 

the universal as opposed to Faulkner' s  suggestion that within the particular is the 

universal. The particular is the universal and not the other way about. Light in August 

insists that the abstract language of the Truth can never quite be truth; it is 

inextricably bound to the visceral language of the everyday 
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Conclusion 

I have argued that Light in August depicts ideas, synonymous with closed 

ideological systems as authoritarian and killing the vitality of heart, synthesis, and 

intuition with isolating abstract intellect, analysis, and logic. The novel' s  irreverent 

and ubiquitous infusion of Platonic symbol and theory proposes a unity supporting 

that contention given its seminal iconic representation of nearly all western 

ideologies. Though Faulkner professes ignorance of ideas and aesthetically elicits a 

keen distrust and lack of faith in them within Light in August, he does not reject ideas, 

ideologies, and abstract systems of thought. These, too, are vital. The Faulknerian 

problem with viscera-independent, discrete, and discontinuous Ideal is its advocacy 

masquerading as objectivity. The following passage from Faulkner in the University 

summarizes his position: 

There are more things to write about other than the creation of fiction. That is, 

it is necessary to express ideas, it ' s  necessary to some mentality which is 

capable of it to take the ideas, to sift it, to reduce it [ .. ] and show the rational 

process by which it arrived at that part of absolute truth [ . . .  ] .  He needs the 

erudition, he needs the discipline of training. It takes one thing to make an 

Einstein today and it takes something other to make a Balzac. ( 1 60) . 

Superficially, the sound is paradoxically Platonic suggesting the specialized 

training of classes and emphasizing disciplined rational thinking above all else. That 

is not the same as rationality and intellect comprising an Absolute Truth or Ideal, but 

rather as vitally contributing to "part of an absolute truth." Nor do philosophy and 
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abstract reasoning render Faulkner' s "ramshackle [and] irrational" universe orderly 

and rational (Gwynn 267) ; though order and rationality are integrally part of truth, 

they are not the dehumanizing "all of  it. "  For Faulkner, "we need the artist, the 

philosopher" and the arts to "have a voice" (Gwynn 1 64), rejecting the Platonic 

contention that poetry and arts belong to the realm of deception and distortion. For 

Faulkner, to be truth, actualities and abstractions are bound in a vital continuum; 

something akin to what Ralph Waldo Emerson has called "a stupendous antagonism, 

a dragging together of the poles of the universe ." (Whicher 1 92) . For Faulkner, we 

are always relative to this polarity, always positioned along this continuum 

representing a circumstance, and eternally engaged in this ancient antagonism. 

Faulkner' s  romantic modernism flits about the edges of the very definition of 

modernism. Arguably, some characteristics of the modernist project include breaking 

with convention, reacting to socio-political and religious systems, existentialist bent, 

relativity over absolutism, interiority over objectivism and, alienation from history 

and institutions. Faulkner' s  modernism lacks the wholesale rejection of ideals found 

in post WWI Lost Generation writers like Ernest Hemingway. Faulkner even 

chastises Hemingway' s leaving God out of his stories saying, "No writing will be too 

successful without some conception of God, you can call Him by whatever name you 

want" ( 1 6 1 ) .  Embracing the past and tradition, he writes in his 195029 Nobel 

acceptance speech the necessity of man to have, "Courage and honor and hope and 

29 Bertrand Russell received the 1 950 Nobel in Literature. Faulkner received the award for the 1 949 
Nobel in Literature. The 1 949 and 1 950  Nobel awards were acknowledged together in 1 950. 
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pride and compassion and pity and sacrifice which have been the glory of his past" 

(Merriweather 1 20) . He continues advising writers to invoke "The old verities and 

truths of the heart, the old universal truths lacking which any story is ephemeral and 

doomed" ( 120) . Faulkner is a strange sort of modernist invoking something of the 

ideal, God, virtue, and eternity by wrestling it away from the stranglehold of abstract 

systems of isolated Idealism. Faulkner' s  Light in August is not modernism as usual in 

its eliciting a sense of vital continuum and vital abstraction that includes ideals. 

Faulkner is as much futurist as modernist. His sought after audience, the Jones of 

4057,  may not be subjected to patriarchic systems of oppression, racism, and religious 

suppression. There is currency to suggest the Jones of 4057 may face matriarchal 

oppression, xenophobic relations with extraterrestrials, and suppression by scientism 

or, for example, atheism. iv There is universality and timelessness to Faulkner' s  caveat 

and aesthetic rendering of abstract Ideals not bound in a vital continuum as 

dehumanizing. Two thousand years ago and two thousand years hence, the constant 

remmns. 

Light in August is rife with indeterminacy and vibrating liminality that "compass 

forever between two inescapable horizons" ( 4 1  0) . Between the horizons are 

possibilities void of Absolute and Ideal. In Faulkner' s  short story "Race at Morning," 

Mr. Ernest ponders the word "maybe" as "the best word in our language, the best of 

all. That ' s  what mankind keeps going on: Maybe." ( 1 96). There is a maybe, an 

uncertainty which holds suspect the absolutism of the Ideal with the prospect of 

liminality. In Light in August, all men are bound in an inextricable compositeness. 
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Endnotes 

i The description of Christmas ' experience finding and losing himself seems a 

subverted rendering of "Amazing Grace," a Christian hymn with the lyric opening, "I 

once was lost, but now am found. Was blind, but now I see."  In a previous vignette, 

Christmas is made to kneel to show deference, ostensibly to God. His look is 

described as "amazeless" while Simon McEachern prays the boy be forgiven "by and 

through and because of conscious grace" ( 143) .  With shadows whirling, McEachern' s  

look is described as "caverned" as he tells Christmas to pick up the catechism ( 1 43) .  

Christmas ' "amazeless" ( 143) demeanor is  similar to the townspeople who looked at 

Burden' s  burning house with "dull and static amaze which they had brought down 

from the old fetid caves where knowing began" (272). There is a connotation of 

hypnotic state evoked in the narrative sense of "amaze" and "amaze less .  Grace carries 

with it the notion of sanctification and divine influence. Christmas early on rejects 

divine influence, never kneeling to McEachern' s  God again, and yet nevertheless 

does find comfort in McEachern' s  predictability. For Christmas, "grace" is 

disgraceful and a byproduct of the orderly well-lit world of McEachern that produced 

in him an amazeless disgrace in the religious sense ,  yet comfort in its reliability and 

orderliness . He finds in the dark, what he has been made to believe in the light, his 

blackness. He finds the stammered truth of Doc Hines that he is "the devil ' s  laidby 

crop" (356) and "part nigger" (357) .  The hymn continues, "Twas grace that taught my 

heart to fear, And grace my fears reliev'd." And Christmas, in the place that he finds 

himself, is "panting" and "breathing quite hard, glaring" ( 1  07). Grace, the amaze less 
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but dependable teachings of McEachern, taught him well. He is afraid. The hymn 

promises, "When this flesh and heart shall fail, And mortal life shall cease ; I shall 

possess, within the veil, A life of joy and peace."  Ascending into the light, he 

becomes the phantom once again, fleshless and immortal, but dependability, 

predictability, and certainty accompany his return to this subverted sense of  grace. 

Within the veiled well lit white world of the "all of it," he says, "That' s  all I wanted" 

( 1 08) with the earlier meaning "all I wanted was peace" ( 1 04) , a life of peace and joy 

promised and ironically fulfilled in accord with the hymn. The Freedman Town 

passage subverts the Christian hymn. John Newton's original lyrics are in an online 

article by AI Rogers at anointed links.  com. 

i i  i i  John Dos Passos' Manhattan Transfer was published in 1 925,  seven years prior to 

the publication of Light in August. Faulkner' s  "womansmelling" ( 1 1 3) is one and the 

same as Dos Passos ' "womansmelling" ( 1 49). Other word compressions in 

Manhattan Transfer include manuresmelling (3) ; leadentired (3) ;  greasyskinned ( 1 6);  

pianokeys ( 1 7) ;  champagnecork (29) ; pinkfrilled ( 1 8) ;  dawnsmelling (35) ;  rawsteak 

(92); postalcard ( 1 14) ;  knottymuscled ( 1 22); weatherbleached ( 1 22) ; grimydark 

( 1 24) ; coffeesoaked ( 1 25) ;  pepperyfrangrance ( 129) ;  cindergritty ( 1 49) ; 

mighthavebeens ( 1 70) ; greencarpeted ( 1 73) ;  wageslave ( 1 73);  redgried ( 1 8 1) ;  

peroxidehaired (20 1 ;  foodsmell (203) ;  dirtgrained (237) ;  darkfaced (240); 

drowsysweet (240); sewingmachine (240) ; smootwhittled (240) ; chipontheshoulder 

(289) ; sirenshrieked (253);darkdressed (289) cinderfizzling (305) squirrelcage (329) ; 

nickelbright (329); threeyear (334) ;  twentyfive (334) ;  selfconsciously (34 1 ) ;  
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basketcovered (344) ; scaredlooking (36 1 ) ; sulphurgreen (379) ;  redfaced (3 82); 

wellgirdled (396) ; donkeyengines ( 404) 

iii iii Faulkner' s  strangely interlarded and allusive allegories of myth extend the depth 

of the ordinary and present bound place, time, and character. To illustrate mythology 

in Light in_August, upon the death of her parents Lena travels to Doane Mills, a 

"little-less-than-village like a forgotten bead from a broken string" (3). In the 

narrative present, Lena sees a wagon off in the distance "like a shabby bead upon the 

red string of road" where the road seems an already "measured thread being wound 

into a spool" (6) . The imagery of the red string is consonant with the Three Fates 

(Moirai) and Plato ' s  The Republic (Bloom 300, 472), a myth which Plato derides. The 

spinner, Clothos, spins out a white thread symbolic of birth and the present, creating a 

dialogic with the place that is Doane Mills and conjectured here as an equivalent to 

Plato ' s  Cave. The "drawer of lots," Lachesis, measures and dispenses the red thread 

symbolic of the past, the place that is Doane Mills colored with the accretive 

allegorical meaning of shadows, sounds, and smells of Plato ' s  Cave. Atropos cuts the 

thread to end life ;  the orphaned bead represents Doane Mills and denotes the fate of 

would-be Philosopher King' s  return to the cave. The severed string symbolizes the 

"inflexible future result of past causes yet to be resolved" (Hergenhahn) . Faulkner 

depicts Clothos '  recoiling of  the dispensed red thread of Lachesis revising the 

mythical sequence to a present ceased, a future severed, with a retracted past to be 

spun again, an odd deviation from the Moriae myth but consistent with Faulkner' s  

corruptions of  mythology. But Light i n  August, in both structure and story, sees a 
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regressive rewinding of past causes yet to be resolved culminating in the apotheosis 

of Hightower and the death of Joe Christmas. The later reference to Gail Hightower 

Done Damned pulling "every string"- past, present, and future - "to get to 

Jefferson" (55) is more than cliche. Further plurisignation of this bit of "red string" is 

found in the Book of Ezekiel (figuring large in the apotheosis of Hightower) with a 

reference to an uncut "navel string" (certainly a red string) resonant with Hightower's  

sense of 'unbornness ' (LIA cite). In the alien ideological world ofYoknapatwpha, 

mythology is authenticating and vital to the collective unconscious of the community 

whose members are not defined, confined, and restricted to time and place. 

i v  An historical review of matriarchal rule and the goddess can be found in Leonard 

Shlain ' s  highly speculative The Alphabet versus the Goddess. Schlain attributes that 

the demise of matriarchal rule to advent of the written word. He writes, "Literacy has 

promoted the subjugation of women by men throughout all but the very recent history 

of the West. Misogyny and patriarchy rise and fall with the fortunes of the alphabetic 

written word" (3). Perhaps more intriguing speculation than fact, if Schlain ' s  

assertion i s  true, then the rise of  image over word would correlate with a revival of  

matriarchal rule. Outrageous? Perhaps. But so  i s  patriarchy. 

A xenophobic relation with extraterrestrials is literally the news of the day. 

Theoretical physicist Stephen Hawking' s  April 30th, 20 1 0  appearance CNN's Larry 

King Live suggests that aliens are, indeed, out there. He warns, "So if aliens ever visit 

us, I think the outcome would be much as when Christopher Columbus frrst landed in 
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America which didn't tum out very well for the Native Americans" (CNN). Or as 

physicist Michiu Kaku says in the same interview, "We're going to have an existential 

shock when the results of the Kepler satellite and the Corot satellite announced they 

have found earth-like planets in space ."  (CNN). Outrageous? Perhaps, but the sun no 

longer orbits around the flat earth as once alleged by the best available science of the 

day. 

Scientism - that is, science as the ultimate vanguard of truth and rationality 

seems already a Platonic surrogate of Idealism in suggesting all that is outside its 

sphere of divining truth is mere belief and subjective. 
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Table A: Word Compressions and Hyphenations 82 

Light in August. bleach eyed 21 country bred 398 
1 st .  New York: bleach eyed 91 countryfaced 165 
Vintage, 1 972 bloodpride 4 courtjudge 283 

blumping 274 creakwheeled 5 
Word Page blumping 374 crossslanted 11 aint 398 bluntheaded 192 cutdown 143 air-engendered 275 boardflat 23 cutdown 145 all-embracing 5 boardlike 192 darkcavemeyed 290 all-embracing 51  horned 403 daygranaried 55 all embracing 454 boylike 417 deathcolored 178 all embracing 405 branchshadowed 17 desperated 472 allmother 216 brasshaired 164 desperated 473 allnight 43 brassridged 163 desperated 475 amaze less 143 brassridged 166 destinationless 41 animallike 267 brokenspringed 10 dew gray 317 apparitionlike 3 bugswirled 2 dewgray 148 a stink 360 cabinshapes 107 diamondsurfaced 204 Augusttremulous 108 calmfaced 193 diamondsurfaced 209 automatonlike 113 Cant 397 din in groom 187 backfallen 195 carefold 443 ditch bank 5 backflung 36 caverned 193 dont 291 backglaring 174 chair arms 368 downfalling 219 bad.<.hooked 267 chairarms 370 down glare 372 backlooking 141 chanceso 362 down looking 94 backlooking 249 childbed 68 downlooking 122 backlooking 406 childridden 3 downlooking 161 backmotion 259 childtrebling I l l downlooking 164 backrolling 5 chocolatecolored 214 downlooking 169 backshrunk 267 cinderstrewnnpacked 111 downlooking 173 backthrust 124 clashedto 128 downlooking 175 backthrust 290 closedrawn 201 downlooking 182 backwatching 32 clumb 306 downlooking 183 bandagedistorted 460 coal grimed 119 downlooking 184 baming 135 cogitant 224 downlooking 187 barn lot 12 cold faced 165 downlooking 203 batebreathed 128 comalike 361 downlooking 283 bear like 380 comas tate 366 downlooking 284 bigknuckled 168 complected 46 downlooking 284 bigknuckled 181 countryboy 281 downspeaking 176 blackclad 291 country bred 93 down turned 83 blackrimed 291 
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drearnrecovering 461 greasecrusted 168 laborpurged 284 
droopeared 280 green shaded 71 laidby 356 
drymouthed 174 halfbrother 235 laying on 449 
dryscented 141 halfdark 121 laying on 449 
duskcolored 148 halfdark 245 leafbrown 444 
duskfilled 70 halfdark 245 leatherhard 314 
ebbtide 361 halfdeath 251 leatherlooking 469 
eggmoney 18 hal flight 99 less-than-village 3 
eggsuckers 312 halfreclining 101 lightcolored 133 
emptyhanded 323 handpeeled 324 lightingflash 221 
exslaveowner 42 handpower 272 limp eared 5 
exsoldier 426 hardfeeling 177 linoleumstripped 396 
fanatic faced 447 hardknowing 64 lintpadded 252 
farm bred 193 hardmuscled 37 lip lifted 221 
fatherblood 23 heavybodied 47 littleused 53 
fecundmellow 107 heel gnawed 20 longdrawn 282 
fellowaid 410 high brown 66 longdravm 95 
flabbyjowled 290 high armed 35 longfamiliar 273 
floursack 13 high boned 168 loosejointed 419 
flyspecked 292 hollerwhispering 307 lowbuilt 234 
fortyfive 118 hoofinarks 457 lowbuilt 357 
fortynine 219 hookwonmidden 3 lowheaded 311 
fortyseven 227 housedin 468 lowpitched 142 
forwardleaning 466 l-Am 3 72 lowtoned 346 
forwardlooking 435 icecold 120 make believe 432 
fostermother 154 ill cut 192 man child 398 
Freedman 106 illkept 382 mane yes 23 
frictionsmooth 105 in breath 107 manhard 14 
frictionsmooth 168 in fury 273 mankept 282 
frogeating 228 inwardleaning 165 manlooking 9 
full born 98 inwardlighted 15 manmovement 314 
full tongued 280 in yawn 225 man odor 291 
galluses 404 in yawned 130 man sense 216 
garmentworried 453 iron cold 178 man sense 397 
glacierlike 349 iron gray 419 man sewn 444 
goodday 392 jonquilcolored 314 man shaped 138 
goodlooking 478 juggernautish 190 mansmelling 44 
granitelike 143 kerosenelit 107 man stale 44 
grass bank 186 kerosene lit 190 man trained 221 
grass blade 410 knowed 303 man voice 138 
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masklike 105 oldish 374 puppetlike 349 
menfolks 12 onearmed 235 puttycolored 370 
menfolks 12 onehanded 102 queer looking 420 
menfolks 397 oneroom 151 queershaped 391 
midchewing 26 oneroom 190 quicking 352 
middleaged 32 organloft 346 quietlooking 56 
middleaged 244 outlooking 460 ranklyodored 329 
middleages 461 outraging 292 recrossed 373 
midsnicker 259 overalled 22 recrossed 430 
midsnore 373 overalled 391 red barred 106 
mileconsuming 8 overflesh 282 rednosed 444 
moneypaper 359 overladen 93 rigidfaced 140 
moneypaper 359 overladen 165 roadcarved 10 
moneypaper 360 overlarge 168 saddleless 304 
monklike 182 over lingering 39 sandblanched 105 
moon bland 246 overplump 300 sandclutched 464 
moon dappled 126 paperwrapped 300 sayso 124 
moonfilled 188 parchmentcolored 112 scarce breathing 241 
moongleamed 246 parchmentcolored 115 scarceused 220 
motherblood 23 parchmentcolored 262 scarceused 220 
mouth word 17 pass word 37 sedentation 282 
mule like 406 patinasmooth 49 selfborn 274 
muskoxen 324 pieceways 9 selfconfidence 324 
neversunned 215 pinewiney 5 selfconscious 427 
niggerblooded 96  pinkcolored 112 selfconvicted 79 
nightprowling 23 pinkfoamed 114 selfcrucifixion 150 
nightprowling 23 pinkfoamed 115 selfdedication 323 
no good 255 pinkwomansmelling 114 selfdoubt 348 
no good 285 pitch dark 127 selfpity 24 
nomotion 417 pleasantfaced 9 selfpity 252 
not-do 284 pleasantfaced 469 semihysterical 305 
nothungry 213 postoffice 3 shadowbrooded 106 
not -quite-familiar 392 postoffice 359 shadowdappled 197 
notseeing 177 postol 352 sheep like 4 
noway 24 postol 352 shoeblacking 24 
odorreek 187 primrosecolored ? shutterless 102 
offcolors 192 promptive 261 sixtyfive 118 
often washed 160 prophetlike 350 skypointed 461 
oftused 210 prophetlike 428 slowspitting 23 
oftwashed 370 proselyter 229 slutiishness 277 
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s1uttishness 191 thigh deep 100 vanquishment 342 
sluttishness 351 thigh tall 100 vaporing 167 
sober eyed 116 thirtythree 213 violenthaired 165 
softcolored 267 threatful 160 waitingroom 341 
softungirdled 219 threeday's 213 weatherhardened 284 
sootbleakened 111 threeday's 213 wellbeing 456 
soot grimed 118 thwartfacedcur led 164 wellbeing 450 
sparrowlike 111 thwartfacedcur led 164 well doing 21 
spectacleblurred 291 tobaccostained 318 wellmeant 67 
spreadkneed 146 todo 179 wellnigh 366 
springfilled 130 townshaped 213 westering 247 
springwork 349 toy like 402 wheelspokes 243 
steelrimmed 118 twentyseven 114 wherenot 198 
steelrimmed 260 two fisted 325 whiphand 257 
stiffbacked 162 two story 445 whiphand 319 
stiffbrim 27 unastonishment 367 whitefolks 109 
still winged 107 unbreathing 464 whiterolling 318 
stonefaced 355 undivulging 251 wildhaired 274 
stonefaced 359 unfastidiousness 282 wind-engendered 275 
stonevisaged 365 unfresh 282 wireends 207 
stringlike 326 ungreased 5 wireends 208 
stringstraight 225 ungreased 14 wireends 209 
stumppocked 2 unhaste 3 wolflike 413 
sulled 337 unhaste 4 7  woman evil 365 
sunshot 104 unmirthful 241 womanfilth 121 
supineness 342 unovened 327 womanfilth 124 
suppertables 419 unquizzocal 459 womanflesh 353 
supperward 330 unrecking 151 womangarments 112 
suspicioned 72 unselfpitying 221 womamoom 123 
sweatfaded 13 unsilvered 132 womanshenegro 147 
sweatstained 28 unsilvered 151 womansign 314 
sweatstained 263 unsmoking 130 woman sinning 120 
sweatstained 459 unsourceless 275 womansmelling 113 
swolebellied 72 unsurpise 371 womansuffering 120 
swolebellied 94 unswimming 320 womenfolks 306 
symbol words 265 untearful 221 womenfolks 330 
symbol words 277 unwinded 70 womenfolks 396 
tag end 409 up flare 251 women voices 109 
terracottafaced 385 vain glory 429 wont 389 
theatring 189 vanishment 128 wooden faced 376 
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woodenfaced 351 
word-of-mouth 230 
wordsymbols 244 
wordsymbols 245 
woreout 330 
workhard 14 
worksoiled 28 
wonmiddled 316 
yellowly 314 
yetdark 314 


